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I

raq marked the first week of its
offensive to liberate Mosul from
the Islamic State (ISIS) with
optimism and Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi announced
that the military operation was advancing faster than anticipated.
“The forces are pushing towards
the city more quickly than we
thought,” Abadi told an international meeting on Mosul in Paris via
video-link.
The prime minister hailed the coordination between the Iraqi Army
and Kurdish peshmerga forces,
which “for the first time in Iraq’s
history” were “fighting side by
side… to liberate territories and protect civilians”.
Most Iraqi media outlets have
been putting on a show of unity, setting aside the political differences
of their backers when reporting on
and expressing support for the battle of Mosul.
“The media family in this country
should adopt a unified, supportive stance on the battle for Mosul,”
Muayad al-Lami, the head of the
Iraqi Journalists’ Syndicate, said in
a statement.
Some observers said it was difficult to assess the progress of the
battle from media reports.
“The tone of all the reports coming from the front lines has been
overwhelmingly positive and journalists are cheerleading fighting
forces, talking about how much terrain has been gained and how many
extremist fighters have been killed,”
wrote Mustafa Habib on the website Niqash, which focuses on Iraq.
“There has not been much concrete
visual evidence of this and, certainly, there has hardly been any bad
news relayed home at all.”
On social media, however, videos
were posted purportedly showing
Iraqi forces abusing children suspected of being ISIS collaborators.
The authenticity of the videos could
not be verified but similar acts of re-

Iraqi special forces soldiers run for cover during clashes with ISIS fighters in Bartella, east of Mosul,
on October 20th.
(Reuters)
venge have previously been documented by human rights organisations.
Amnesty International called on
the Iraqi government to ensure that
revenge attacks against civilians
suspected of being complicit with
ISIS were not repeated in Mosul.
“After escaping the horrors of war
and tyranny of ISIS, Sunni Arabs in
Iraq are facing brutal revenge at-

The major fear
remains that ISIS
would not let go
of Mosul without
carrying out
horrific atrocities.

tacks at the hands of militias and
government forces and are being
punished for crimes committed by
the group,” said Philip Luther, Amnesty’s Middle East research director.
“Iraq is currently facing very real
and deadly security threats from
ISIS but there can be no justification for extrajudicial executions,
enforced disappearances, torture or
arbitrary detention.”
Meanwhile, an Iraqi court issued an arrest warrant for Atheel
al-Nujaifi, the former governor of
Nineveh province, whose capital is
Mosul, for spying for Ankara and allowing Turkish troops to enter Iraq
when he was in office.
Nujaifi commands the Nineveh
Guard, formerly known as al-Hashd
al-Watani (National Mobilisation

Trump says Iran ‘big winner’ in Iraq,
Clinton vows no-fly zone in Syria
Mark Habeeb

Washington

I

n the final US presidential debate before the November 8th
election, Republican Donald
Trump said “[Hillary Clinton]
lost Mosul”, referring to the
Obama administration’s withdrawal from Iraq, and that even if the Islamic State (ISIS) were driven from
the Iraqi city, Iran was the “big
winner” and US President Barack
Obama’s policies were “making it
easy for Iran” to take over Iraq.
Trump suggested that the timing
of the US-backed attack on Mosul
was designed to make Obama, and
by extension Clinton, look good
before the election. He blamed
the Aleppo disaster on Obama and
Clinton, suggesting that by fighting
Syrian President Bashar Assad —
“who is much tougher and smarter

than her and Obama” — they had
opened the door to ISIS in Syria.
Aleppo was the result of “bad decisions” by Clinton when she was
secretary of State, Trump said.

Trump said many
Syrian immigrants
who have been
allowed into the
United States “are
ISIS-aligned”.
Clinton repeated her pledge to
establish a no-fly zone in Syria but
admitted it would not happen on
her first day in office and would
require consultations with Russia
and others. “A no-fly zone would
save lives and hasten the end of the
conflict,” she said in the October
19th event.

Trump said many Syrian immigrants who have been allowed
into the United States “are ISISaligned” and predicted this would
become apparent in coming years.
Clinton responded by saying that “I
am not going to let anyone into this
country who is not vetted” and that
Syrian widows and orphans pose
no threat to the United States.
The event’s bombshell came
when Trump refused to say whether he would accept the election’s
outcome if he loses. Trump has
claimed for weeks that the election was “rigged” and that voter
fraud was common. In response to
a question as to whether he would
accept the election’s outcome,
Trump said: “I will have to look at
it at the time… I will keep you in
suspense.”
Never before has a major party’s
candidate for president cast doubts
about the legitimacy of the country’s electoral system and Trump’s

Forces), made up predominantly of
Sunni fighters trained by Turkey to
fight ISIS.
“It’s another example of how the
government’s sectarian point-scoring takes precedence over the fight
against ISIS,” said Tallha Abdulrazaq, a researcher at the University
of Exeter’s Strategy and Security Institute in England.
In the battle for the liberation of
Mosul, however, the major fear remains that ISIS will carry out horrific atrocities against the more than
1 million people it holds hostage in
the city.
Mamoon Alabbasi is an Arab
Weekly contributing editor based in
London.
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US Republican Party nominee Donald Trump faces-off with US
Democratic Party nominee Hillary Clinton during their final debate
in Las Vegas, on October 19th. 				
(AP)
comments dominated post-debate
commentary about what was otherwise the most substantive of the
three encounters, although it was
equally nasty in tone.
Trump entered the evening
trailing Clinton in virtually every

national poll as well as in polls of
most of the battleground states.
Mark Habeeb is East-West editor
of The Arab Weekly. He is based in
Washington.
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The battle for Mosul

Battle for Mosul will be an epic showdown with ISIS

Iraqi Army personnel ride on military vehicles in
A helicopter lands on a road in Nawran village, some 10km north-east
Displaced people fleeing the fighting
Qayyarah, during an operation against ISIS militants
of Mosul, on October 20th, during the ongoing operation to retake the city
between Iraqi troops and ISIS arrive
in Mosul, Iraq, on October 19th.
(AFP) from ISIS. 						
(AFP) in Qayyarah, on October 19th.
(AFP)

Ed Blanche
Beirut

T

he opening skirmishes
have begun in the decisive battle to recapture
Mosul, the symbolic
heart of the caliphate
proclaimed by the Islamic State
(ISIS) in June 2014 and its last urban citadel in Iraq.
The fight could last several
months with the encircled ISIS garrison possibly resorting to chemical
weapons attacks, waves of suicide
bombings and using civilians as
human shields to blunt the assault.
Casualties are expected to be
heavy on both sides and much of
the historic city is expected to be
blasted into rubble.
The United Nations and aid agencies are bracing for a major refugee
influx of up to 700,000 civilians — a
crisis they say they are ill-equipped
to handle.
The United Nations estimates
there are 1.2 million people in and
around Mosul compared to a preISIS population of 2 million. It expects many will try to escape the
battle despite the dangers, including certain death if caught by the
jihadists.

With Washington and
Tehran supporting
rival forces in Iraq,
internal differences
have been
exacerbated.
The Iraqi Army and its fractious
militia allies are expected to reconquer Mosul but it may prove a hollow victory.
Deep divisions within the forces are likely to cause problems,
worsening Iraq’s political paralysis
while the political turmoil that has
gripped the country since the US
withdrawal in December 2011 spirals out of control.
“Instead of unifying the country and creating a more powerful
executive branch, the war against
ISIS has further fragmented Iraq on
all levels of state and society,” observed Ramzy Mardini, an analyst
with the US-based Atlantic Council
think-tank.
“The US is going to find its influence dwindle even further when it
has to deal with more players in the
political landscape.”
With Washington and Tehran
supporting rival forces in Iraq, internal differences have been exacerbated, making a coherent military operation against ISIS difficult.
There are also concerns that once
ISIS has been driven out of northern Iraq, the anti-jihadist alliance
of convenience will shatter and
trigger a string of sectarian and
tribal conflicts.
“The aftermath could prove more

difficult than the battle (for Mosul)
itself,” warned Michael Knights, a
veteran observer of Iraq’s torment
who is with the Washington Institute for Near East Policy.
That could possibly presage the
break-up of Iraq, as may also be the
case in neighbouring Syria. Taken
together, the collapse of two countries that have formed the core of
the Arab world could have disastrous effects on the region.
Iraqi commanders boast that
Mosul will fall in weeks. The Americans say it could take months.
They are both, however, under no
illusions that the operation will be
a walkover.
“We’re going to anticipate a very
tough fight,” said Colonel John
Dorrian, a spokesman for US forces in Iraq. “We’re going to anticipate that they’re going to do these
things because we’ve seen them
elsewhere. But the Iraqis have had
a good track record of success, especially in the last year, and they’re
beginning to get a very good understanding of what they can expect.”
The government-led force tasked
with taking Mosul totals around
60,000 troops and militiamen, outnumbering ISIS by about 10-1.
The Iraqi Army has a dozen brigades, each with 800-1,600 troops,
mustering at Qayyarah airbase
with tanks and artillery. They will
surround Mosul and tighten the
noose for a final assault that will
be spearheaded by the elite counterterrorism service, trained by US
special forces, who led the earlier
battles to reclaim other cities from
jihadist rule.
They are backed by roundthe-clock air strikes by a US-led
coalition that in recent weeks has
stepped up the tempo of its campaign, particularly against command centres and key leadership
figures.
Attack helicopters have been unleashing salvos of missiles on ISIS
targets in and around Mosul for
weeks. This deployment underlines the importance the Americans accord the Mosul operation,
the most ambitious mounted by
Baghdad’s forces. The United
States did not commit the
gunships in the
assaults on the
western Iraqi cities of Ramadi
and Falluja.
Meantime, US
and British special forces teams have
gathered
intelligence,
while US and French artillery have been in action,
too.
Iranian-backed Shia militias
of the Popular Mobilisation Forces (PMF) and Kurdish peshmerga
fighters will form blocking forces
to prevent ISIS breakout. Their secondary role in the Mosul operation
was dictated largely by Sunni Arab
concerns that these forces could

trigger sectarian clashes.
The PMF was recently formally
inducted into Iraq’s military structure, a move that alarmed both
Sunnis and Kurds, the main minorities in Shia-dominated Iraq.
They view the increasingly powerful PMF as Tehran’s storm troopers bent on crushing them as part
of Iran’s strategy of creating a land
bridge to the west through Iraq,
Syria and Lebanon, right up the Israel’s northern border.

Casualties are
expected to be heavy
on both sides and
much of the historic
city is expected to be
blasted into rubble.
“One of the greatest challenges
this country is going to face after
ISIS is the Shia-Shia, Sunni-Sunni
and Kurdish-Kurdish conflicts that
are going to happen” as rival military seek to gain supremacy over
their own sects or blocs, Hanan alFatlawi, a Shia member of parliament and opponent of Shia Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi told the
Financial Times. “This next struggle is coming soon.”
ISIS is believed to have 3,0004,500 fighters in Mosul, foreign
volunteers as well as Iraqis. Most
of these fighters are expected to try
to escape through a long-prepared
tunnel network, making for neighbouring Syria.
US officials say perhaps 1,500
will remain to fight to the death

and, if their tactics in the earlier
urban battlefields of Tikrit, Ramadi
and Falluja are anything to go by,
destroy what is left of the city in a
scorched-earth strategy.
ISIS has sought to slow the buildup for the offensive by setting fire
to oilfields around Qarrayah airbase, 60km south of Mosul. The
base, the largest in Iraq, was recaptured from the jihadists on July 9th
and has become the operational
command centre for the push on
Mosul.
Black clouds of noxious smoke,
grim reminders of Saddam Hussein’s catastrophic torching of Kuwait’s oil fields in 1991, also mask
the jihadist defensive preparations
for the battle. The government says
it has put out several of the fires
but ISIS infiltrators have sabotaged
more wells.
When ISIS relinquished Qarrayah, they wrecked the facility,
hoping to impede the impending
push on Mosul. The Americans refurbished the base, including the
runways from which gunships can
hammer ISIS positions in Mosul.
This, observed the US-based
global security consultancy Stratfor, “coupled with the damage to
the air base… could be a chilling
sign of what lies in store for Iraq: As
the Islamic State loses ground, it is
making a concerted effort to ensure
that its opponents cannot use the
land or resources it leaves behind.”
Pentagon spokesman US Navy
Captain Jeff Davis on October 12th
said that US surveillance aircraft
have seen “everything from berms
and trenches being prepared, IEDs
[improvised explosive devices] being placed in buildings and cars and
along roads along the way, charges
being set on bridges, giant pits full
of tyres and oil being readied to be
lit quickly and create these giant
obscuration fires, a very dark cloud
that makes it hard to do air operations.”
The labyrinth of tunnels carved
out in the bowels of the city are
reported to include command centres, armouries, dormitories, hospitals and foodstores as well as
tunnels, from which fighters
can ambush attackers, and
escape routes. These allow
the entrenched jihadists to
evade air strikes and mask
the deployment of their
forces.
Iraqi forces found
extensive tunnel systems under Ramadi
and Sinjar, towns recently liberated from
ISIS in operations that
provided the template for the much
more compli-

cated Mosul offensive.
ISIS fighters have become masters of the IED and they are believed to have planted thousands
of bombs across Mosul and its environs to thwart the offensive. It also
relies heavily on squads of suicide
bombers — usually foreign fighters
— driving heavily armoured trucks
to break up attacks.
The combination of these tactics is highly effective and difficult
to counter and in the Mosul fight,
they will likely be used on a far
larger scale than was seen in the
liberation of Tikrit, Ramadi and
Falluja.
ISIS has vowed to use chemical
weapons against government forces. Coalition officials say ISIS operates several chemical production
plants in the Mosul area.
In September, US and British
military sources reported that ISIS
has wired a major chemical plant
at Mishraq, 50km south of Mosul,
with explosives they plan to detonate when Baghdad’s forces advance.

The government-led
force tasked with
taking Mosul totals
around 60,000 troops
and militiamen,
outnumbering ISIS by
about 10-1.
The state-owned plant is one of
the largest in Iraq and produces
some 21,000 tonnes of sulphur dioxide a day. Chemical warfare experts said, if it is blown up, the facility could release a toxic cloud of
sulphur dioxide and hydrogen sulphide with a radius of 17km. That
would be a major setback for the offensive but not enough to block it.
It is difficult to gauge the morale of the ISIS fighters in Mosul
but civilians inside the city have
reported signs the jihadists are getting jumpy — making big sweeps
to uncover cell phones and other
equipment that could be used to
give intelligence to Iraqi forces.
ISIS has foiled a plot by fighters
who planned to defect to Iraqi state
forces, Reuters reported on October 15th, citing residents and security officials.
The conspiracy was reportedly
led by one of the jihadists’ commanders, identified as an aide to
ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.
Fifty-eight people were reportedly
executed by drowning and then
buried in a mass grave.
This jibes with reports in recent
weeks of growing desertions from
ISIS in Iraq and Syria, including
the city of Raqqa, the caliphate’s
official capital, as the jihadists see
their Islamic proto-state shrinking
by the day.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly.
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Even when Mosul falls, ISIS will stay a threat
Harvey Morris

London

T

ime may be running out
for the Islamic State (ISIS)
in Mosul as Iraqi forces
mass outside the country’s second largest city
but the jihadist movement, which
held large reaches of Iraq and Syria
at its height in 2014, will continue
to pose a threat in the Middle East
and beyond whatever happens in
the weeks ahead.
In the latest report on ISIS to the
UN Security Council, the world
body’s political affairs chief Jeffrey
Feltman noted that the group had
suffered significant military setbacks in both Iraq and Syria in the
last year or so.
Pressure on its ability to raise
cash had made it harder for ISIS to
pay its fighters and administer territory under its control.
Military operations in Afghanistan and Libya against ISIS-linked
groups had also undermined the
movement’s ability to hold territory, Feltman reported.
However, due to its far-flung affiliates, ISIS would continue to pose
a threat as far away as Somalia,
Bangladesh, South-east Asia and
in Europe, where the jihadists are
turning their attention to mounting
terrorist attacks involving fighters
returning from the main battlefront, Feltman said.

Pressure on its ability
to raise cash had made
it harder for ISIS.
The UN official’s brief does not
include assessing the consequences
of military operations against ISIS,
otherwise he might have suggested
that even the liberation of Mosul
could create almost as many prob-

lems as it resolves.
The post-ISIS reality in the city
and other occupied parts of northwestern Iraq will depend on the
questionable ability of the Iraqi authorities to restore stability to the
region after an uneasy coalition of
government forces, Shia militias
and Kurdish peshmerga combines
to liberate it.

ISIS would continue
to pose a threat as far
away as Somalia,
Bangladesh,
South-east Asia and
in Europe.
The present best estimate is that
it could take weeks to drive ISIS out
of Mosul.
Beyond that, there is the even
more complex question of how to
deal with ISIS in Syria, focused on
its self-declared capital of Raqqa
in the north-west, which is seen as
more strategically important to the
group than holding on to the Iraqi
city.
Amid reports that ISIS was reinforcing positions around Raqqa,
Canadian Brigadier-General David
Anderson, a senior member of the
international coalition supporting the campaign against ISIS, said
in the Kurdish capital of Erbil that
both Mosul and Raqqa mattered to
ISIS, although “I think that probably Raqqa matters more”.
He said that ideally both cities
would be pressured militarily at the
same time “because I think if I was
in Mosul and I needed somewhere
to go, I’d go to Raqqa if I wanted to
maintain the fight”.
Anderson is among those who
have argued that targeting the two
cities simultaneously would stop
any ISIS attempt to reinforce either
city from the other.
However, with the focus in Syria
on Aleppo, and the heightened ten-

sions between the United States
and Russia that the bombardment
of that city has provoked, the fate
of Raqqa has been put to one side.
An alternative “Mosul first” strategy has been devised by which the
US-led coalition is attempting to
disrupt attempts by ISIS to reinforce either front with mobile fighting units. Coalition air strikes are
aimed at harassing ISIS along the
Syrian border with Iraq to undermine its ability to reinforce Mosul.
If and when Mosul is liberated,
the focus of the battle against ISIS

will inevitably switch to Syria. For
the moment, US air strikes around
Raqqa have eased off and even
those by Russia and the Syrian regime were less intense in mid-October.
Syrian regime forces, backed by
Russian warplanes, have moved
towards Raqqa from the south and
the Syrian Kurds and their local allies have targeted the city from the
north, in their case with US air support. However, there appears to be
no imminent campaign to drive the
jihadists from the city.

Fears rise in Europe
of jihadist influx
after recapture
of Mosul
Agence France-Presse

Berlin

E

urope faces a new influx
of Islamic State (ISIS) jihadists if Iraqi forces retake the group’s stronghold of Mosul, officials
and analysts warned, adding to
fears on a continent battered by a
string of Islamist attacks.
Thousands of Europeans left for
Iraq and Syria over the last two
years to wage jihad but, after ISIS
suffered a string of territorial defeats, some of its fighters have begun returning to the continent.

Thousands of
Europeans left for Iraq
and Syria over the last
two years to wage
jihad.
As Iraqi forces press their offensive in Mosul, the “caliphate”
declared two years ago by ISIS,
experts urged Europe to prepare
for more battle-hardened jihadists
ready to launch attacks at home.
“The retaking of the ISIS’s northern Iraq stronghold, Mosul, may
lead to the return to Europe of violent ISIS fighters,” European Commissioner for the Security Union
Julian King told German daily Die
Welt.

King said he thought it was unlikely that there would be a mass
exodus of ISIS fighters from Mosul
to Europe but he stressed that even
a handful of jihadists could pose a
“serious threat that we must prepare ourselves for”.
About 2,500 European fighters
are still in the conflict zones, said
King.
ISIS may become less appealing to potential recruits if its Iraqi
stronghold were to crumble but
fighters left without a “home”
would pose dangers for the West,
said Raffaello Pantucci, director of
International Security Studies at
the Royal United Services Institute.
“Rudderless but without a sense
of revolutionary purpose, they will
present a menace to security officials around the world for years to
come,” he wrote in the Daily Telegraph.
ISIS “has shown a capacity to
send fighters back hidden among
the refugees coming to Europe. If
it is threatened in Iraq and Syria it
may step up the number of those
‘returnees’ to establish networks
or even launch attacks,” Pantucci
warned.
ISIS is “entering a new phase”,
said Chris Phillips, managing director of counterterrorism consultancy IPPSO, adding that as the group
loses its “caliphate”, “it would
force them into more guerrilla or
terrorist actions”.
With the retaking of Mosul, “I
think we will see a growth of ter-

The Kurdish role has inevitably
provoked Turkey, adding to tensions within the divided coalition
confronting ISIS in Syria.
In the continuing struggle against
the jihadists, as outlined in the UN
report, the recapture of Mosul may
turn out to be the easy part in the
war against ISIS.
Harvey Morris has written
several books on the Middle East,
including No Friends but the
Mountains: The Tragic History of
the Kurds published in 1993.

An image grab taken from an ISIS propaganda video released in Iraq’s Nineveh province, last July,
shows Rachid Kassim, a French member of ISIS.
(AFP)
rorist attacks across North Africa
and the West,” he said, adding that
fighters could take cover in the
routes used by refugees to slip in.
A French security source said anti-ISIS coalition forces must do everything to trap the jihadists in Mosul and prevent them from seeking
refuge elsewhere. The threat posed
by returnees extends to Russia as
well as North Africa and South-east
Asia, experts said.
A French security source noted
that although about 400 French nationals were still in the war zones,
“that significant contingent should
be taken in perspective compared
to the Chechens for instance”.

France is particularly jittery
about potential Islamist returnees
as it has been hit by several terror
attacks, including the November
13th assault in Paris in which jihadists returning to Europe from Syria
claimed 130 lives.
More than ten officers are needed
to monitor each returnee around
the clock — resources that overstretched European security agencies simply do not have, security
sources said.
French Foreign Minister JeanMarc Ayrault also pointed to the
“very difficult work of deradicalisation” to set back on the right
track children who had been taken

by their jihadist parents to Syria or
Iraq, but who return radicalised.
In Germany, which took in about
900,000 asylum seekers last year,
scepticism is running high over the
newcomers, particularly after two
attacks in July committed by refugees in the name of ISIS.
The country’s head of the domestic spy agency, Hans-Georg
Maassen, has raised the spectre of
another problem: Radicalisation
of newcomers to Germany. Some
340 cases have been recorded of
Islamists posing as aid workers to
gain access to asylum seekers in
shelters, he said, but noted that the
actual number could be far bigger.
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Hariri’s
presidential move:
Surrender or
political realism?
Dalal Saoud

Beirut

I

n a dramatic shift of events,
Sunni leader Saad Hariri has
taken a major political risk
by endorsing Christian leader
Michel Aoun, a strong ally of
his long-time Shia rivals, Hezbollah
and Iran, as candidate for president
of Lebanon.
Hariri’s move brings Lebanon
closer to ending more than twoand-a-half years of a presidential
vacuum and Aoun near to achieving his long dream of becoming
president. It falls short, though, of
appeasing the anger and fears of
many of Hariri’s supporters and allies who saw the change as a capitulation to Hezbollah and Iran.

Hariri’s move brings
Lebanon closer to
ending more than
two-and-a-half years
of a presidential
vacuum.
Hariri justified his decision by
saying this was “the last option”
left to save Lebanon from plunging into civil strife with wars raging
next door in Syria as well as in Iraq,
Yemen and Libya, the collapse of
the state institutions and economic
deterioration.
While he admitted taking “a great
political risk” and making “yet another sacrifice”, Hariri revealed the
terms of his agreement with Aoun:
Preserving the Lebanese state and
its Arab identity, reconfirming the
1990 Taif reconciliation accords,
reactivating the state institutions
and economy and remaining neutral concerning the Syria crisis —
something hard to understand with

Hezbollah heavily engaged in the
war there, fighting alongside Syrian
President Bashar Assad’s forces for
more than four years.
The comment on Twitter by
Telecom Minister Boutros Harb,
a prominent Christian politician
and a Hariri ally, summarised the
disappointment and critical mood
against Hariri. “Congratulations to
the Lebanese people, the political
blackmail has won,” Harb posted.
Hezbollah had stood firm on
its demand that Aoun be the next
president, refusing Hariri’s earlier compromise to elect Suleiman
Frangieh, another ally of Hezbollah and a personal friend of Assad.
Not even the political paralysis and
economic deterioration that almost
pushed the country to collapse
could alter Hezbollah’s position.
Hariri’s warning that the “situation today is much more dangerous
and difficult than it might appear”
did not convince many on why he
threw in all his cards, wasting years
of resisting Hezbollah and Iranian
dominance over Lebanon.
True, Hariri has been politically
weakened in recent years and is
shaken by financial problems but
he remains an important player, as
a Sunni force in the country’s delicate confessional balance. Without
him, Aoun’s election cannot materialise.
Another reason for Hariri’s move
is that he has been almost abandoned by Saudi Arabia, his principal supporter, which appears to
have lost patience and interest in
Lebanon, focusing instead on internal and external problems.
It is unclear whether Saudi Arabia, which Hariri visited several
times, gave Hariri its blessing to
back Aoun or if he decided to act
on his own and accept the consequences.
A crack in Hariri’s Future Movement is widening. Prominent mem-

Lebanon’s former prime minister Saad Hariri (L) greeting former general Michel Aoun following a
press conference in the capital Beirut where Hariri announced his endorsement of political rival Aoun
for the position of president, on October 20th.
(AFP)
bers of the bloc in parliament and
other independent allies say they
will not vote for Aoun, whose candidacy was also — strangely — opposed by Hezbollah’s close Shia ally,
Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri.
It is yet to be seen whether all
obstacles can be removed to secure
Aoun’s election at the next parliament session on October 31st or
afterward and whether Hariri has
enough guarantees to maintain his
political position in the country
and form a cabinet once he is again
made prime minister.
The memory of how Hariri was
forced out of that post in January
2011 when ten ministers allied with
Hezbollah resigned as Hariri was
about to meet with US President
Barack Obama in Washington is still
vivid.
“Hariri, in the political sense of
this word, has surrendered,” said
Sam Menassa, director of the Lebanese Centre for Documentation and

Research. “Would saving Lebanon
be by handing it to Hezbollah with
a Sunni blessing?”
Menassa argued that having
Aoun as president means “the success of the Iranian project, which
started with the assassination of
Rafik Hariri (Saad’s father in 2005)
and the consolidation of Tehran’s
hegemony starting from Iraq to
Lebanon through its non-state actors, the Shia militias.”
Kassem Kassir, a political analyst
well-informed about Hezbollah,
called for not considering Hariri’s
move as a “defeat” or “surrender”
but “rather as an attempt to rearrange the country’s internal conditions and sharing power to avoid a
total vacuum in the country”.
“Hezbollah is strong as a regional
power but cannot rule the country
alone. It needs a Sunni partner,”
Kassir said, arguing that Hezbollah’s internal strength is illogically
exaggerated for it barely consti-

tutes 30-40% of the Shias in Lebanon. Also, its military power is of no
use inside the country.
Aoun, he said, is the “guarantee”
for Hezbollah when “it returns from
the Syria war, whether defeated or
victorious”.
An important question, however,
remains: Was the new settlement in
Lebanon dictated by developments
in the region, including a more aggressive role by Russia, Turkey’s direct involvement in Syria and Iraq,
a still-shy US role and Saudi Arabia’s decreasing influence?
“Lebanon has always been the
mirror that reflects the balance of
power in the region,” said Michel
Nawfal, an expert in Iranian and
Turkish affairs. “We are still on
moving sands and the big blocs in
the region are changing.”
Dalal Saoud is the Deputy Editorin-Chief of The Arab Weekly. She is
based in Beirut.

Looking for a president for Lebanon in all the wrong places
Makram Rabah

Beirut

I

t is not uncommon for parliaments to fail to pass a specific
bill or to even elect a president
but to fail to choose a new head
of state 45 times, as the Lebanese chamber of deputies has, is
perhaps a record of abysmal failure.
This deadlock might soon be broken, or so it seems, and the Lebanese parliament might achieve the
required quorum to elect a president. This breakthrough was partly
due to an initiative led by former
prime minister Saad Hariri to broker a deal with one of the two presidential candidates, Hezbollah’s
main Christian ally, Michael Aoun.
Hariri, who heads the largest parliamentary bloc, had made Suleiman Frangieh his choice for the
presidency, something that would
have secured Frangieh’s election
had the parliament actually convened.
While Aoun and Frangieh theoretically belong to the same proSyrian-Iranian
political
camp,
Hariri, House Speaker Nabih Berri
and Druze leader Walid Jumblatt
opted to support the latter who was
politically more reliable and a more
pleasant character to deal with than
Aoun, who is famous for his anger
fits and his unorthodox demeanour.
The main obstacle for the election
of Aoun transcended his personal

qualities. Saudi Arabia, Hariri’s
main patron had implicitly vetoed
Aoun viewing his election as a win
for its regional nemesis, Iran.
While this anti-Iran position does
not seem to have changed, much of
the Hariri initiative indicates that
Riyadh no longer objects to Aoun.
This one-dimensional interpretation might be misguided, mainly
because Saudi Arabia simply no
longer cares for developments in
Lebanon.
This Saudi position is mainly
triggered by its engagement in
conflict with Iran and its allies in

Yemen and Syria, which naturally
takes precedence over Lebanon’s
inconsequential position. Moreover, Saudi indifferences primarily stems from its disappointment
with its Lebanese allies, as Hariri
has failed time and again to field a
proper political front to respond to
the attacks of Iran and its Lebanese
subsidiary, Hezbollah, against the
Saudi monarchy.
Consequently, the potential election of Aoun or any other figure
might not be the way out for the
Lebanese predicament but rather a
continuation of chaos that started

Supporters of the Free Patriotic Movement (FPM) carry flags and
a picture of Christian politician and FPM founder Michel Aoun
during a rally calling to elect a president in Lebanon near Beirut,
on October 16th.
(Reuters)

with the 2005 assassination of Saad
Hariri’s father, former prime minister Rafik Hariri.
In 2008, the Doha agreement
gave the Lebanese political elite the
required regional support to elect
Michel Suleiman as president and
to end a violent confrontation between Hezbollah and pro-government elements.
At this important juncture, the
election of Aoun, with Hariri’s
backing, and without this regional
consensus will not yield any positive outcomes but would rather
alienate Lebanon from its regional
surroundings, i.e. the Sunni environment. Berri and Jumblatt seem
to be aware of this regional abandonment and have requested that
the election of a president comes
within a package deal with the
blessing of the regional and international actors.
Aoun, and Hezbollah by extension, has refused to pledge any
commitments that he has publicly
declared would impede the prerogatives of a strong president,
which Aoun will certainly fill. This
so-called myth of a strong president clearly disregards the fact that
strong leaders within a stratified
country, such as Lebanon, have to
be balanced arbitrators capable of
resolving many of the problems of
governance rather than simply reclaiming the rights of the Lebanese
Christians.
Aoun time and again has failed to
understand the regional role that

Lebanon could play, if a strategic
and substantial road map is adopted, both to reform the geriatric political system and to more importantly navigate the murky waters
of the ongoing Sunni-Shia regional
war.

The potential
election of Aoun or
any other figure
might not be the way
out for the Lebanese
predicament.
As interim prime minister from
1988 to 1990, Aoun unwisely decided to ignore the global ramifications of the end of the cold war
and the unfolding Gulf War. Aoun’s
decision to launch a suicidal war
plunged the Lebanese Army under
his command into a losing battle
with the Syrian Army, which ended
with the occupation of Lebanon.
Aoun could nevertheless prove
his critics wrong if he and his entourage realise that the burden of
responsibility requires a shedding
of their populist exclusionist rhetoric; even then it might be too little
too late for the 81-year-old prospective president.
Makram Rabah is a doctoral
candidate at Georgetown
University’s history department.
He is the author of A Campus at
War: Student Politics at the American University of Beirut, 1967-1975.
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A tale of two Aleppos
Shadi Martini

Istanbul

W

hen tourists arrived
in Aleppo, the first
place we would take
them was the old
city and its citadel.
People loved the old covered market and the narrow alleys. Then we
would drive them around to show
them the modern side of Aleppo,
the western side, with wide treelined streets and neighbourhoods
with million-dollar houses.
I loved my city and the area where
I lived, which I found particularly
beautiful. For some time, I thought
all of Aleppo was like this but as
I got older I started venturing out
of my comfort zone to neighbourhoods in the east of the city and the
surrounding countryside.
I noticed right away the huge contrast between these poorer areas
and my neighbourhood. While we
had wide streets, they had narrow
ones, with buildings cramped close
to each other and garbage everywhere.

For the last two
months, we have
witnessed bombing
that only places such as
Dresden, Sarajevo or
Grozny have witnessed.
I recall the maintenance man at
our hospital who used to park his
small truck in front. When I asked
him why he did not park outside his
home, he said he transported goods
for people after his hospital shift.
The eastern part of town, though,
had a problem, he said. It was common for the city to start repairs that
were never finished, cutting off access to roads around his home. The
last time he parked the truck in
front of his building, he was unable
to move it for about a month and he
lost many hours of work.

I later learned that someone like
him earns about $200 a month and
most Syrians like him work two jobs
to make ends meet, especially if
they are from eastern Aleppo.
Aleppo was never a hotbed of political demonstrations but by 2011
you could sense the tension as unrest grew across the country and
eventually reached Aleppo. In the
densely populated areas of eastern
Aleppo, which occupied half the
city space but housed two-thirds
of its 3 million inhabitants, demonstrations flourished.
In August 2012 war broke out in
Aleppo. With local rebels taking
over most of the countryside, it
seemed inevitable when they entered the city. At the time, eastern
Aleppo welcomed them with open
arms. In the western part the situation was not the same. People did
not think that this was their fight.
They were well off so the attitude
was: “Who cares if we don’t have
democracy?”
But the war was upon us and government forces gave up on the poor
neighbourhoods of Aleppo and concentrated on defending the affluent
neighbourhoods. After all, these
were the people who mattered to
the regime.
The front line of the war became
the old city while eastern Aleppo
was pummelled by regime air power and artillery. The rebels tried for
some time to retaliate but they were
never a match for the superior firepower of the regime.
For three years fighting ebbed
and flowed, but then the regime,
with the aid of Russian air power
and Iranian-backed ground forces,
encircled eastern Aleppo and kept
supplies from reaching the 300,000
people living inside.
For the last two months, we have
witnessed bombing that only places
such as Dresden, Sarajevo or Grozny
have witnessed. Perhaps none of
these cities suffered as much as
Aleppo, certainly not for as long a
time.
To give one an idea of the scale

of the damage, one of my friends
became homeless twice in two
months. First, because his home
was destroyed and then, when he
moved in with his parents, their
home was destroyed. He, his wife
and three children are homeless
again and he has to take care of
his father and mother, who cannot
walk after the last attack.
When I asked him how he is coping, he said: “Our food is running
out but I thank God that we are still
alive. Until when I can’t tell you. My
only wish is that if I have to die that
I die quickly.”

Beyond the terrible
human loss, the
world is losing a big
piece of history, a
city as old as
civilisation itself.
This is the 2016 version of Aleppo,
one of the oldest cities in the world,
once a place of great beauty, whose
ancient streets and sights enchanted anyone who entered it. It is now
in ruins.
Beyond the terrible human loss,
the world is losing a big piece of
history, a city as old as civilisation
itself. French archaeologist Andre
Parrot once said: “Each civilised
person in the world should admit
that he has two home countries: The
one he was born in and Syria.” In the
global village in which we live, that
is true now more than ever.
Watching my hometown destroyed from across the world, from
the safety of the United States, is
like seeing a loved one die slowly
before my eyes, unable to help her.
For those leaders who can help,
please enact a no-fly zone, find a
way to stop the killing and get the
people food and other aid before
there is no city to save.
Shadi Martini is director of
International relations of Orient For
Human Relief, a charity that has its
headquarters in Turkey.

A youth inspects a damaged site after an air strike in the besieged
rebel-held al-Qaterji neighbourhood of Aleppo, Syria, on October
14th.
(AFP)

Lausanne flops as Russians buy time to crush Aleppo

View poi nt

Sami
Moubayed

S

takeholders in the
Syrian war have failed
again to bring the
horrific saga to a close,
as evidenced by the
collapse of the Lausanne peace talks in mid-October.
Expectations were not high to
begin with, even though Lausanne
marked the first direct contact
between US Secretary of State
John Kerry and Russian Foreign
Minister Sergei Lavrov since bilateral talks over Syria ended in September with a massive assault by
Russian and Syrian forces on the
divided northern city of Aleppo.
The Russians went all-out with
the conference, nevertheless, just
to tell their critics “we’re still committed to a diplomatic outcome”,
when they are really stalling until
the next US president is elected in
November.
By January 2017, when the new
president is sworn in, they hope
to have reconquered the rebelheld eastern sector of Aleppo and
secured the main highway from
there to Damascus.
Once that is achieved, whatever
hopes the Saudi-backed opposition had about controlling parts of
northern Syria, let alone toppling
the Bashar Assad regime in Damascus, will be dead.
The Russians were making three
things clear: They do not plan to
stop in Aleppo. They do not plan
to share power with the Saudis or
the Americans in Syria. And they
do not plan to lose the war.

The Russians are stalling until
the next US president is elected.

Lavrov is peddling an “Aleppo
First” strategy, claiming that for
any breakthrough to succeed, all
sides need to eradicate both the
Islamic State (ISIS) and Jabhat
Fateh al-Sham (JSF, or Conquest
of Syria Front) that was, until
July, known as al-Nusra Front,
al-Qaeda’s Syrian branch. Moscow
considers both groups to be terrorists.
If that happened, it would be
music to the ears of Assad’s government because JSF is the most
serious remaining challenge on
the battlefield — and the only one
with a sizeable and effective Syrian power base.
If JSF is out of the picture, Lavrov apparently thinks Damascus
and Moscow could easily overwhelm eastern Aleppo, greatly
improving Assad’s negotiating
position at any further peace talks
if they are held under Russia’s
terms.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin recently told France’s TF1
television channel that Assad has
“promised” a new Syrian constitution under which presidential
elections would take place.
“If people don’t vote for
President Assad, then the required
democratic change will happen
(anyway) but without foreign
armed intervention and under
strict international control,” Putin
said.
“I don’t understand who could
find this proposal unacceptable.
It’s a democratic solution to the
question of power in the country.
It’s the only possible solution to
the problem.”
Basically, Putin wants to retake
Aleppo and maintain Assad in

power — two things Saudi Arabia
adamantly opposes.
The Saudis insist that before any
transition of power, Assad must
step down and they say Moscow is
greatly exaggerating JSF’s fighting
strength in eastern Aleppo.
They are suggesting escorting
JSF fighters out of Aleppo and
replacing them with “moderates”
of the Free Syria Army, a proposal
Lavrov shot down in Lausanne.
Saudi Arabia’s hard-line stance
is not shared by Turkey, another
major rebel supporter that wants
to see Assad gone.
The Turks went to Switzerland
with a six-point agenda, discussed
earlier in Istanbul by Putin and his
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan.
It starts with a nationwide
ceasefire that leads to humanitarian aid under UN auspices to
all besieged towns and villages.
Ankara also wants to unite efforts
between Turkey, Russia and the
United States in the war on terror.
Then comes a no-fly zone,
something Turkey has sought for
years. Ideally, it would extend
along Turkey’s border with northern Syria, embracing the strategic
cities of Jarabulus, occupied by
the Turks since August, Manbij,
al-Bab and Azaz.
The size of the zone would be
about 5,000 sq. km and would
be used both to block Kurdish
efforts to establish an independent statelet on the Syrian side of
the frontier, as well as provide a
springboard in the war against the
Islamic State (ISIS).
In exchange for agreeing to this
demand, Erdogan is prepared
to turn a blind eye to Russia and

The
remorseless
blitz of
Aleppo will
continue.

Syria crushing the rebels in eastern Aleppo.
State-run media in Damascus
and Moscow, far from trashing
the Lausanne gathering, actually
reported that it went well because
the Russians sought neither a
breakthrough nor a ceasefire but,
rather, to make a strong articulation on where they both stood
regarding the fate of Aleppo and
any future political deal.
Moscow made it clear that the
remorseless assault on battered
Aleppo will continue until the
rebels there surrender to Assad’s
forces.
The Russians insisted that
the Geneva III talks, suspended
since April, are not dead and will
resume after Aleppo has been
neutralised, which they hope to
achieve before the US elections in
early November.
This is the end objective of the
Russian Air Force — securing Damascus and Aleppo and cornering
what remains of Islamic groups
in Idlib and Deir ez-Zor — thus
imposing a reality the next US
president will have to deal with.
They believe that the United
States is incapable of offering
more than lip service to Syria’s rebels in the dying weeks of Barack
Obama’s administration and will
be too busy with domestic issues
between January and July 2017 to
do anything serious about Syria.
This, they assess, gives Putin
time to enforce his will on all
stakeholders in the war — militarily first and then politically.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of Under the
Black Flag (IB Taurus, 2015).
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Syria’s bloody story

T

he story of Russia’s engagement in Syria is being
written in blood. Lots of blood. Even the most
conservative estimate of civilian deaths caused
by Russian bombing raids since Moscow entered
the Syrian conflict more than a year ago stands at
3,600. The Britain-based non-profit organisation
Airwars, which monitors the international war
against the Islamic State (ISIS) and other groups in Syria,
Iraq and Libya, offered this figure in mid-October, describing it as an “absolute minimum”.
That grim reckoning says something fundamental about
Russia’s incursion in Syria. Though every death diminishes
us — the human race more generally and Syria, where this
tragedy is playing out, in particular — the deaths caused by
Russia’s bombing campaign add to those caused by the
US-led coalition air strikes. Over 26 months of bombing, the
coalition has caused nearly 900 civilian deaths. It acknowledged 19 of these; the rest were perforce placed in its column
by monitoring groups.
Moscow has not admitted that it caused any civilian
deaths. It continues to insist that it is only attacking “terrorists” even though it appears to have targeted non-combatant
Syrians in their homes, hospitals and markets.
The Syrian regime and militias affiliated with it continue to
be responsible for a great number of civilian deaths since the
start of the war in 2011. In eastern Aleppo, a rebel-held area,
the regime is said to be pursuing a scorched-earth policy
with the assistance of its Russian ally.
The tactics are dispiritingly reminiscent of those employed
by Russia in the Chechen capital, Grozny, in 1999. Then,
Vladimir Putin was Russia’s prime minister. Seventeen years
on, he is pursuing a strategy of bloody intervention in Syria.
Despite the bloodshed, there is little outcry around the
world.
The Syrian incursion, as well as Moscow’s new muscular
approach to the Middle East, is earning Putin the moniker of
“the Middle East’s new sheriff”. It is clear that Putin’s
Russia is taking advantage of political uncertainty in Washington. The US presidential election campaign has about two
weeks to go. With three months left in office, Barack Obama
is a lame-duck president.
On Syria, the international community appears to be in a
bind, with no realistic plan by Western powers to come up
with new ideas towards a settlement. Their impotence is
encouraging the Russians to proceed with their relentless
campaign and prepare themselves for the long haul. Earlier
this month, Russia completed an integrated air defence
system in Syria, making it even less likely that the United
States will strike Syrian government installations from the
air.
Whoever is the next US president — Hillary Clinton or
Donald Trump — he or she will find it harder to create safe
zones in Syria, something that has been suggested by both
candidates on the campaign trail.
For now, Syria’s story seems destined to be told only in
blood.

© Yaser Ahmed for The Arab Weekly
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The presence
of Russian
and US
military in
Syria raises
the risk of a
possible
RussianAmerican
confrontation.

O

ne of the many
facets of the civil
war in Syria is what
appears to be ironic
role reversals
between Russia and
the United States.
Russia’s military participation
in the Syrian conflict comes in
the form of help for the regime of
Syrian President Bashar Assad.
It should not be overlooked that
some analysts are trying to spin
this off as Russia standing up for
the defence of Christianity as it
takes on the forces of the Islamic
State (ISIS).
The United States and its European allies are trying to come up
with a comprehensive strategy on
how to fight the jihadist extremists.
Politics and what motivates
political trends in the region can
be confusing in the best of times.
Throw in the complexity of the
Syrian civil war with its multitude
of political alliances, the plethora
of armed factions — foreign and
domestic — and the general perplexity that surrounds the Syrian
conflagration and it is easy to
understand the West’s reluctance
to commit boots on the ground.
The United States has drawn
red lines that were not to be
crossed but then US officials failed
to follow up on threats and lost
credibility. Russia did not shy
away from committing its forces
to battle.
There are a number of reasons
there is no such reluctance in
Russia.
First is Russia’s geographic
proximity to the conflict. The
United States remains protected
by a continent and an ocean that
stands between the Levant and
the US mainland. True, the terrorist attacks of September 11th,
2001, were proof that distances
— whether they cross oceans or
land — no longer offer full protection from people committed to
reach their targets. Still, distance
and lack of local support networks
make reaching the US mainland
much harder.
Second, Russia is well aware
that if ISIS establishes a permanent foothold in the Levant, it
would be a matter of time before
the jihadis begin gnawing away
at the former Soviet republics of
the Caucasus and Central Asia,
placing the jihadists on Russia’s
doorstep.
The former Soviet countries,

with the exception of Azerbaijan (mostly Shia), are predominantly Sunni Muslim. Should ISIS
continue to exist, in due course
Russia will find itself surrounded
by countries with large Sunni
Muslim populations: Turkmenistan (89%), Tajikistan (85%), Kyrgyzstan (75%), Kazakhstan (70%),
Uzbekistan (88%) and Azerbaijan
(96.9%).
All are governed by dictatorships, some more benevolent than
others, some trying to portray
themselves as more democratic
than others. A question that is
surely driving Russian actions in
Syria is what happens once these
dictatorships are challenged, either by true democratic principles
or by Islamists hiding under the
guise of democrats?

Russia’s motives
are very much
directed
towards its own
security.
Russia is worried about its
internal Islamist problem in
Chechnya. Droves of Chechens
flocked to join ISIS. Having fought
two wars in Chechnya, the last
thing Russia wants is to see combat-experienced Chechen warriors
return from the Levant to Russia.
Then there is the question of
the Syrian Mediterranean port
that the Russians need for their
Mediterranean fleet.
So, while it would appear that
Russia is intervening in Syria to
support a long-time ally or to defend the last bastion of Christianity in the Middle East, in essence
its motives are very much directed
towards its own security.
Yet the presence of Russian and
US military in Syria, each backing different sides in a brutal civil
war, raises the risk of a possible
Russian-American confrontation, expanding the conflict into
another world war.
Ironically, in a reversal of roles
in which post-Soviet-era Russia is
traditionally “the bad guy” as an
invader rather than a liberator (as
in Afghanistan, Ukraine, Georgia),
in Syria, Russia plays the role of
defender of the major force trying
to stop the spread of ISIS.
Claude Salhani is a regular
columnist with The Arab Weekly.
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EU support to Tunisia is crucial

Elissa Miller

The European
Union should
also be wary of
possible
spoilers to the
implementation
of economic
reforms.

S

ince 2011, assistance
from the European
Union has been a crucial
and a continued source
of support for Tunisia’s
democratic transition.
According to the EU, aid to
Tunisia between 2011 and 2016
amounted to $2.2 billion in grants
and macroeconomic assistance,
while the country received an
additional $2.8 billion in concessional loans.
Such assistance has been consistently accompanied by affirmations
of Europe’s “strong commitment”
to Tunisia, most recently in a joint
communication from the European Commission and subsequent
conclusions from the European
Council. While these communications outline a number of priorities
that will guide EU assistance over
the next several years, they fail
to demonstrate a more nuanced
picture of the challenges facing
continued progress in Tunisia.
The most notable outcome of the
EU communications is the decision
to nearly double EU annual bilateral assistance to Tunisia to $330
million from 2017 to 2020. The
communications also emphasise
EU commitment to completing negotiations on a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area by 2019,
which would significantly integrate
the Tunisian economy into the
European Union and give Tunisian
companies immediate access to the
EU market.
Finally, the European Union
announced plans to expand on its
Mobility Partnership with Tunisia
by negotiating a visa facilitation
agreement, from which Tunisia
would be the EU’s first southern
neighbourhood to benefit.
While these conclusions are
major steps in enhancing EUTunisian ties, the European Union
should be wary of taking Tunisia’s
continued transitional progress as
a given.
On the economic front, the EU
communications place too much
dependence on Tunisia’s five-year
development plan as the guiding
force behind future assistance
and investment. The plan, which
is to be unveiled at an investment
conference in November, sees private sector development as a main
driver of economic growth.
However, the Tunisian government has been relatively slow
to pursue structural economic
reforms and take concrete steps to
strengthen the private sector, instead prioritising political progress
and consensus.
While the European Union
correctly noted that “structural

Tunisian President Beji Caid Essebsi meets with Commissioner for European Neighbourhood Policy
and Enlargement Negotiations Johannes Hahn (L), last April, in Tunis.
		
(AFP)
reforms are urgently needed to
pursue macroeconomic stabilisation”, its assertion that “successive
governments have been committed to speeding up structural reforms” downplays the reality that
such reforms have consistently
been made secondary priorities,
a fact demonstrated by Tunisia’s
dismal growth figures.
The European Union should
also be wary of possible spoilers to
the implementation of economic
reforms. The Tunisian General Labour Union (UGTT), a member of
the Tunisian Quartet that received
the Nobel Peace Prize in 2015, has
been hailed for its role in helping
Tunisia move towards political
consensus. However, the UGTT
has also demonstrated a clear willingness to elevate its own interests
above the economic recovery of
the country, leveraging strikes
and demands for more jobs and
higher wages to stall government
progress on divisive yet necessary
economic reforms.
The EU communications failed
to highlight the challenge posed
by actors such as the UGTT to the
realisation of such critical reforms. Mere rhetorical support for
Tunisia’s forthcoming five-year development plan, which will surely
come up against some pushback,

will not ensure that such reforms
are carried out.
The EU communications also
failed to place sufficient emphasis
on local elections, which have
been repeatedly postponed but
remain crucial for the country’s
overall political and social development.
The EU communications expressed support for the elections
as a milestone for Tunisia’s democratic process; however, they took
for granted previous reports that
the elections would be in 2017 and
seemed to ignore acknowledgements from Tunisian officials that
the elections will not take place on
schedule.
There have been no clear efforts
by the government to amend the
current electoral law or present a
clear decentralisation strategy. The
European Union’s hollow statements of support for elections
represent a missed opportunity to
pressure the government to move
forward on this issue.
The European Union’s support
for Tunisia’s democratic, economic
and social progress is critical and
the EU’s sustained focus on the
North African country amid the
spread of turbulent crises throughout the region is laudable. However, the European Union should

not take continued progress or the
existence of political will to implement reforms as a given.
Indeed, it remains to be seen
whether the new government led
by Prime Minister Youssef Chahed,
who was touted as the bold new
face Tunisia needed to replace former prime minister Habib Essid,
will push through these reforms.
The European Union can play a
more constructive role by conditioning assistance to clear reform
benchmarks, such as the implementation of the country’s new
investment law and tangible steps
to set the stage for local elections.
In order to avoid subsidising the
current stagnation, the EU should
complement its rhetorical and
long-term support for Tunisia by
leveraging its assistance to help
the country achieve immediate, albeit difficult, reform benchmarks.
Ultimately, Tunisia’s success
rests on the achievement of specific reforms and the government’s
ability, with targeted and thoughtful assistance from its international partners, to respond to the
needs of its citizens.

ed. Some of these fatwas have become binding, God forgive us, just
like the Quran and the Sunna. To
make matters worse, news agencies
have picked up on some of these
ridiculous fatwas with the purpose
of defacing us and our religion.
To complete the comical picture,
they painted of us, foreign media
pounced on fatwas banning satellite dishes, disallowing saluting
the flag and standing up for the
national anthem and forbidding
hair salons for women. We should
not really be surprised for we did
write and direct these burlesque
scenes.
How do we disentangle ourselves
from this web of our own weaving?
We should start by breaking this
malicious vicious circle and stop
hiding behind automatically banning anything new in our society.
We need fresh blood in the
Council of Senior Scholars. We
need to open it to other sectarian
and geographic elements so that
it becomes representative of all
— and I repeat — all components
of the society. We must also stick
to the above-mentioned royal
decree and simply sweep aside all

non-council members, including
the self-appointed TV and satellite
stars, who did their best to eradicate cultural diversity.
It is high time to start critiquing
fatwas, particularly those that
stand in stark contradiction to Islam’s magnanimity and tolerance.
We must dare to challenge those
who impose their views outside
of any official legitimacy. They are
the ones who opposed criminalising sexual harassment and refused
the family law and the national
unity system and the law against
marrying minors. How is that for
“defacing” us and our religion?
I hope that our pride will not
prevent us from freeing our lives
from misguided ideologies. We
should all remember that religious extremists are the ones who
bereaved us of our happiness and
encouraged our children to join
terrorist groups. It is high time to
close down the fatwa auction and
stop the tyranny of fatwa brokers.
Only legitimate political will can
make fatwas binding.

Elissa Miller is an assistant
director at the Atlantic Council’s
Rafik Hariri Center for the Middle
East.

Fatwas by the bushel

Abdullah al-Alami

I hope that
our pride will
not prevent
us from
freeing our
lives from
misguided
ideologies.

O

n August 12th, 2010, a
royal decree
restricted the issuing
of religious fatwas in
Saudi Arabia to the
Council of Senior
Scholars. It was a wise decision
that was well-received by most
but that, unfortunately, failed to
rein in those who do not believe in
human rights or respect mankind’s basic freedoms, love or
dreams. The decree was meant to
check the chaos in issuing fatwas
but it sadly continues to thrive.
Saudi society has suffered
enough from fatwas forbidding pictures and television, playing chess,
improving school syllabuses and
allowing “breastfeeding of adults”.
These types of fatwas mushroomed
during the period of revivalism. It
was a period of social angst and,
seeking total domination of the
society, fatwa-mongers practically
forbade all natural aspects of human life.
There is no shortage of examples of ridiculous fatwas. We all
recall the fatwa advising Muslims
against flying over lands inhabited by disbelievers and the one

forbidding “open buffets” and the
one affirming the rightfulness of
killing cartoon characters or the
one banning women from driving
motor vehicles. These are just a
small sample of the armada of strict
and constraining fatwas unleashed
on Saudi society during the past
decades.
Who does not recall the fatwa declaring writers and those employed
in the mass media as infidels? And
what about the one banning taking
flowers to sick people? Or the one
demanding to redesign and rebuild
the Holy Mosque in Mecca so as to
segregate the sexes? Arbitrary and
dictatorial fatwas turned everything into a sin and nipped hospital
flowers in the bud.
Revivalist stars excelled in writing fatwas to such an extent that we
have been living a real fatwa mania.
How can we forget the fatwa forbidding the shoulder abaya or the
one forbidding exchanging greetings and other social niceties with
the “people of the Book” or the one
forbidding physical education for
girls?
It is sad to notice that even the
concept of fatwa has been distort-

Abdullah al-Alami is a member of
the Saudi Economic Association.
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Moroccan king calls for reform of civil service
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

M

oroccan King Mohammed VI called for
the reform of public
administration in an
address at the opening of the autumn session of the
new parliament, a week after the
legislative elections.
“True commitment to political
and party principles means one
should put the citizen above all
other considerations. It means one
should fulfill the promises made to
the citizen and show dedication in
serving him or her, making those
promises prevail over any party or
personal interests,” the king said.
King Mohammed VI criticised
state agencies for creating obstacles to ensuring citizens’ rights and
dealing with their concerns in a bureaucracy that has been plagued by
corruption and incompetence.

King Mohammed VI
criticised state
agencies for creating
obstacles to ensuring
citizens’ rights.
“When dealing with state agencies, citizens face a wide range of
difficulties, be it in terms of reception, communication or the processing of files and documents, so
much so that in the citizen’s mind,
this has come to resemble an obstacle course,” he said.
The king urged administrative
and judicial institutions to properly
implement the family law to overcome social problems.
He called for e-government capabilities to be made available to facilitate Moroccans’ access to services
without having to go to state agencies and interact with staff members, which is “the main reason for
the prevalence of corruption and
abuse of power”.

Moroccan King Mohammed VI waves to crowds on the opening of the new parliament in Rabat, on October 14th.
Corruption in Morocco’s public administration is often cited in
the reports of international institutions. A survey by non-governmental agency Transparency Maroc
indicated that about half of Moroccans asked said they paid a bribe in
2015, mainly in the areas of justice,
gendarmerie and police.
Corruption in Morocco worsened
under the Islamist-led government,
which had stated the fight against
graft was one of its top priorities.
The North African country’s ranking fell from 80th place in 2014 to
88th in 2015, according to Trans-

parency International’s Corruption
Perception Index (CPI) of 175 countries published in January 2016.
In June 2015, the Justice Ministry launched a hotline, website and
mobile application for citizens to
report corruption.
“Corruption in state agencies is
a cancer that is really hard to get
rid of in Morocco. Despite its exposure by the media and on videos on
social networks, the government
has failed to bring the culprits to
justice,” said Nasser Delimi, a construction firm owner.
US-Moroccan
citizen
Khalid

Choukri said civil servants can be
obstructive “in order to get something out of you” when “they know
you are in short period of time in
Morocco to sort out documents”.
The Moroccan government approved a plan in the beginning of
the year to fight corruption, allocating $19.7 million each year until
2025 in the effort.
Morocco is making progress in
the e-government sector but lags
behind some countries in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA).
Red tape is still rife, as evidenced
by the country’s ranking in the

(AFP)

World Bank’s Doing Business 2016
report. Morocco was ranked sixth
in MENA and 75th in the world for
ease of doing business.
“Administrative reform requires a
change of attitudes and mindset as
well as quality laws in order to have
effective state agencies that serve
the citizens,” King Mohammed VI
said, urging administrators and
new parliamentarians to put the
citizen at the centre of their work.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Unprecedented infighting divides Algeria’s ruling class
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

he chief of Algeria’s ruling
National Liberation Front
(FLN) voiced hard-hitting
criticism of the former
head of the powerful military intelligence agency (DRS) and
one of the country’s top political
figures, causing a backlash that puts
pressure on President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika to intervene in the unprecedented infighting.
“The latest statements of [FLN
Secretary-General] Amar Saadani in
which he made dangerous accusations against Abdelaziz Belkhadem
and General Mohamed Mediene undermine the country’s security and
North African region stability,” said
Abderrahmane Belayat, a top FLN
official, following Saadani’s statements.
Saad Okba, lead political commentator in the main Arabic-language daily el Khabar, said: “If this
situation remains the same… the
ultimate loser will be President
Bouteflika and not Saadani.”
“Heading to the polls with an FLN
led by Saadani means real suicide
for the political system on which
Bouteflika is basing his policy,”
Okba added.
Breaking a four-month silence,
Saadani told a party leadership
meeting that Mediene, the former
chief of the military intelligence
service, had “fomented deadly riots
and ethnic strife in Ghardaia [during] popular protests against the
government’s plan to develop shale
gas”.
In the swipe against Mediene,

commonly known as Toufik, and
other top military officers known
by the DAF acronym for Deserters from the French Army, Saadani
said: “The DAF, upon whom France
had bet to pursue control of Algeria,
has been defeated.”
“They were the ones who masterminded plot against FLN in the
1990s. They were those who sowed
the civil war, sidelined political cadres and caused the bankruptcy of
state-owned enterprises,” Saadani
added.
Many Algerian soldiers and officers deserted the French colonial
army to join FLN guerrilla fighters in
the late 1950s to fight alongside the
nationalists in a bloody war that led
to Algeria’s independence in 1962.
Among those were Algeria’s first
president Ahmed Ben Bella and influential generals Khaled Nezzar

and Mohamed Lamari, who led Algeria’s fight against a radical Islamist insurgency in the 1990s.
Dubbed kingmaker because of his
25-year tenure as head of DRS, Mediene saw five presidents and a dozen prime ministers come and go. He
was known as “Rab Dzayer”, which
means “God of Algeria”.
Bouteflika fired Mediene last
year, ending the dominance of the
shadowy and powerful DRS over
politics and business affairs. That
move solidified Bouteflika’s authority over Algeria’s armed forces.
Saadani accused Belkhadem
of being “part of the network of
France’s officers. He has been
among those agents planted by
France within our ranks. He is an
agent of France within the FLN.”
Although Saadani verbally attacked Mediene three months

A March 2016 file picture shows FLN party chief Amar Saadani
delivering a speech during a rally in Algiers, Algeria.
(Reuters)

ahead of presidential elections in
2014, his renewed attack on the retired general and on Belkhadem, a
former FLN chief, prime minister
and close aide to Bouteflika, is unprecedented in Algerian politics.
The cascading reactions to Saadani’s comments within and outside
the FLN increased concerns about
the country’s political stability as
Algerians prepare for a major transition: Bouteflika’s leadership will
end in 2019 after two decades in office.
Local and legislative elections in
2017 are seen as key milestone in
the transition.
Top FLN officials, including members of parliament, rallied alongside rank-and-file activists against
Saadani in the central city of Aflou
on October 14th, while in the western city of Sebdou, FLN members
staged a protest urging Bouteflika,
who is the party’s honorary chairman, to fire Saadani.
Louisa Hanoune, leader of the
leftist Workers Party and an ally of
Bouteflika, said Saadani’s remarks
were a “serious threat to the nation… because of the identity and
profession of who made such statements”.
The leader of the National Front
for Social Justice, Khaled Bounejmaa, said “Bouteflika shoulders
the responsibility for Saadani’s latest political sortie” and warned that
Saadani’s comments “might trigger
strife that would be difficult to control”.
The most serious accusation
Saadani made concerns the alleged
role the DRS under Mediene played
in the Ghardaia protests, which cast
doubts about the ability of government bodies to handle political and

economic challenges.
Ghardaia is home to two ethnic
communities who share a history of
rivalry. Chaamba Arabs, originally
Bedouins, follow the Malikite Sunni
sect of Islam, while Berber Mozabites are Ibadis, practising a form of
the religion distinct from Sunni and
Shia.

Heading to the
polls with an FLN
led by Saadani
means real suicide
for the political
system.

”

Algerian commentator
Saad Okba
The two groups have often
clashed over property, housing,
land ownership and employment
opportunities.
Protests against hydraulic fracturing for shale gas in southern Algeria turned violent in March last
year when security forces clashed
with demonstrators outside a facility run by the US-based firm Halliburton near the town of Ain Salah.
Commentators in newspapers
and on social media speculated
about why Saadani made his remarks at this time, and some
blamed France for its alleged “influence” over Saadani.
Political analyst Mustapha Hammouche said: “Saadani’s statements
raise the question of whether there
is an authority, a pilot on the plane,
ahead of the elections.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.
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Egypt-Ethiopia tension set to rise
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

T

here are fears that Egyptian-Ethiopian relations
could deteriorate, not
only because of Addis
Ababa’s accusations that
Cairo abets Ethiopian opposition
protests but also due to general
mistrust between the two African
countries, experts said.
“Apart from revealing Ethiopia’s
failure to solve its domestic problems, the country’s accusations are
an expression of its lack of confidence in Egypt,” said Mohamed
el-Shazly, a former assistant foreign minister and Egypt’s former
ambassador in Sudan. “Despite efforts by the Egyptian leadership to
mend fences with Ethiopia, Addis
Ababa still does not trust Egypt.
However, this is a shared feeling
on both sides.”
Ethiopia has accused elements
in both Egypt and Eritrea of arming and financing opposition by
Ethiopia’s Oromo people, a large
ethnic group that has participated
in months of anti-government protests.
Addis Ababa has been sceptical
of Egypt’s intentions since Muhammad Morsi, shortly before he
was ousted as president of Egypt,
hosted a meeting of political figures in June 2013 regarding how
the country could manage its relations with Ethiopia and handle the
multibillion-dollar hydroelectric
Renaissance Dam being built by
Ethiopia on the Nile.
The meeting, thought by participants to be private, was mistakenly
broadcast by Morsi’s aides. During the meeting, one political figure present suggested that Egypt
spread rumours about purchasing
long-range attack planes to give
Addis Ababa the impression that
Cairo would bomb the dam. Another political figure suggested
that Egyptian intelligence support
Ethiopian opposition to cause unrest in the African country.
“This was received very badly in

A March 2015 file picture shows Egypt’s President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (L) and Ethiopian Prime Minister Hailemariam Desalegn giving a
press conference following a meeting in Addis Ababa. 						
		
(AFP)
Ethiopia, making apprehensions
take root and grow there,” Shazly
said. “The Ethiopians still cannot
forget this.”
Egyptian President Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi has been trying to win over
Ethiopia, warning against limiting
historical relations between Egypt
and Ethiopia to Nile water.
In March 2015, Sisi visited Addis
Ababa and addressed the Ethiopian parliament in an attempt
to calm Ethiopian fears towards
Egypt. He has said that the Nile
should be a source of cooperation
among the riparian states, not a
source of tension.
Commenting on Ethiopian accusations that Egypt backed Oromo
protests, Sisi recently said: “I want
to assure our brothers in Ethiopia
that Egypt has never ever offered
any support to the opposition and
will not carry out any conspirato-

rial action against Ethiopia.”
However, Egypt does not trust
Ethiopia either, given the devastating effects the Renaissance Dam
will have on its development plans
and agricultural expansion, water
experts said.

Ethiopia has accused
elements in both
Egypt and Eritrea of
arming and financing
opposition by
Ethiopia’s Oromo
people.
“The Ethiopian dam will significantly reduce the amounts of
water coming to us from the Nile,
destroy hundreds of thousands of
acres of farmland and halt our agricultural development projects,”
said water expert Nader Noured-

din. “Ethiopia says the dam is necessary for its development, caring
the least about its effects on Egypt
and its people.”
The dam is expected to be functional in 2017. It is predicted to
deprive Egypt of 10 billion cubic
metres of water every year during the five years it would take to
fill the reservoir. Experts say this
would destroy 1 million hectares of
farmland in Egypt and exacerbate
Egypt’s water poverty.
Egypt, which receives 55.5 billion cubic metres of water from
the Nile every year, suffers a water
deficit of more than 30%, according to the country’s Irrigation Ministry. The Renaissance Dam is expected to raise the deficit to more
than 40% of the country’s needs.
Attempts by Egypt to mitigate
the effects of the dam have produced few results, even after al-

most five years of negotiation with
Addis Ababa.
In September, Egypt, Ethiopia
and Sudan signed a contract with
two French firms to conduct technical and environmental impact
studies on the dam to reduce potential harmful effects on Egypt
and Sudan from the project.
However, the studies are not
expected to be complete until
the project is operational, which
means that nothing can be changed
and the dam has become a fait accompli.
“This will necessarily open the
door for political tensions between
Egypt and Ethiopia,” Shazly said.
“Egypt cannot stand idly by while
the project destroys it.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a Cairobased contributor to The Arab
Weekly.

Saudi-Egyptian relations: Common grounds
and roots of disagreement

View poi nt

Ahmed
Abo Douh

E

ver since the monarchy in Egypt was
overthrown in 1952
and the military took
power, Egypt and
Saudi Arabia have
failed to find the best formula for
working together. Of course, they
found common ground during
the wars with Israel of 1967 and
1973 and the Gulf wars in 1991 and
2003. However, in many other
contexts, Saudi-Egyptian
relations were characterised by
disagreement.
In Egypt, the military establishment does not appreciate a
monarchical government in
which one family rules through
an extensive network of princes
and economic and media institutions. The Saudis are uncomfortable with the centralised rule of
one person through an essentially
security-obsessed administration.
These fundamental differences
underlie the divide in the
countries’ regional orientations
and foreign policy choices. The
Saudi regime has absolutely no
qualms about its absolute
dependence on the United States
since the birth of the Saudi state
in 1932.

Agreeing to disagree seems
to be the best scenario for
Saudi-Egyptian relations now.

In the Egyptian camp, Arab
nationalism pervades the
establishment in Egypt. So,
despite being convinced that the
United States holds all the cards
in the region and elsewhere, the
regime in Egypt prefers to keep
some degree of independence
from Washington.
It was not the war in Syria that
sparked the unintended recent
fiery exchanges between Egypt
and Saudi Arabia, nor Egypt’s
voting in favour of a Russian resolution in the UN Security Council
on October 8th. Saudi Arabia’s
bugbear for the moment is the
situation in Yemen.
The Saudis failed to correctly
read their “ally”. They interacted
with Egypt on the basis that it is
essentially a centralised government. They could not comprehend how this omnipotent
government could not bring
about the ratification of the
bilateral agreement about the
islands of Tiran and Sanafir or
send enough troops to Yemen
capable of scoring a decisive
victory there.
In Egypt however, matters are
never that simple. While wishing
to show gratitude for Saudi and
Gulf aid to Egypt following the
overthrow of the Muslim Brotherhood in 2013, Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi still understands the limits of his own
power.
A different approach to Saudi-

Egyptian relations is built on the
assumption that Saudi Arabia
cannot afford, especially now, a
confrontation with Egypt. This
view seems to be the prevailing
philosophy among the military
establishment in Egypt. Simply
put, Egypt has nothing to lose. It
is a big country, economically
ruined.
Saudi Arabia, on the other
hand, stands to lose much. With
oil prices in a slump, the Saudi
economy is facing record deficits.
Iran, Saudi Arabia’s archrival, is
winning hearts in Lebanon, Syria
and Iraq, taunting Saudi Arabia in
Bahrain and consolidating the
victories of its proxy militia in
Yemen. It is only natural that
Saudi Arabia feels abandoned by
its Egyptian ally.
The Iranian nuclear deal with
the West was a boost to the
sectarian regime in Iran. It
effectively neutralised the United
States in Iran’s confrontation
with Saudi Arabia. We are now
facing an Iranian run-away train
fuelled by sectarianism. The
Saudis feel threatened and find
themselves abandoned by both
Washington and Cairo.
The prevailing feeling in Saudi
Arabia is that it has spent billions
of dollars propping up the regime
in Egypt with the expectation
that the latter will side with it
against Iran. But requesting
support from allies cannot be
done through stopping monetary

The Saudis
failed to
correctly
read their
“ally”.

aid or reneging on business deals.
The Egyptians still remember
similar misdeeds by Qatar. When
the Muslim Brotherhood was in
power in 2012, Qatar pumped
huge amounts into Egypt’s
coffers but when it realised that
the new regime in Egypt did not
share its agenda, Doha retrieved
every dollar.
The Egyptian regime apparently feels that Saudi aid is a
small price to pay for protecting
Saudi Arabia from the evil plans
of the Muslim Brotherhood and
its creeping alliance with Iran. It
does not also appreciate Saudi
support of the Muslim Brotherhood and other Salafist and
jihadist organisations in Yemen
and in Syria.
Many in Saudi Arabia and
among the Syrian opposition
seem to forget that, in Egypt’s
Middle Eastern foreign policy,
Syria traditionally comes second
only to the Palestine territories in
importance. The Egyptian Army
considers Syria vital in any
operations against Israel. With
the Syrian Army gone, the
Egyptian Army will be vulnerable.
Agreeing to disagree seems to
be the best scenario for SaudiEgyptian relations now. Further
degradation in their relations can
only benefit Iran’s expansionist
plans in the region.
Ahmed Abo Douh is an Egyptian
writer.
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Houthi leader Abdelmalik al-Houthi delivers a speech via television during a demonstration to commemorate Ashura in Sana’a, Yemen, on October 12th.

(Reuters)

Iran steps up weapons supply to
Yemen’s Houthis via Oman: Officials
Yara Bayoumy
and Phil Stewart

Washington

I

ran has stepped up weapons
transfers to the Houthis, the
militia fighting the Saudibacked government in Yemen,
a development that threatens to prolong and intensify the
19-month-old war, Western and
Iranian officials said.
The recent increased pace of
transfers, which officials said include missiles and small arms,
could exacerbate a security headache for the United States, which
has struck Houthi targets with
cruise missiles in retaliation for
missile attacks on a US Navy destroyer. The Houthis denied attacking the USS Mason.
Much of the alleged recent smuggling activity has been through
Oman, which neighbours Yemen,
including via overland routes that
take advantage of porous borders
between the two countries, the officials said.

That raises a further quandary for Washington, which views
Oman as a strategic interlocutor
and ally in the conflict-ridden region. A senior US administration
official said Washington had informed Oman of its concerns.
“We have been concerned about
the recent flow of weapons from
Iran into Yemen and have conveyed those concerns to those who
maintain relations with the Houthis, including the Omani government,” the official said.
Oman denies any weapons
smuggling across its border and
its officials could not be reached
for comment. Yemeni and senior
regional officials say the Omanis
are not actively involved with the
transfers but rather turning a blind
eye and failing to aggressively
crack down on the flow.
In an interview with Saudi newspaper Okaz, Omani Foreign Minister Yousef bin Alwi said: “There is
no truth to this. No weapons have
crossed our border and we are
ready to clarify any suspicions if
they arise.”
The Iran-allied Houthis gained a

trove of weapons when entire divisions allied with former Yemen
president Ali Abdullah Saleh sided
with them at the start of the war.
Saudi Arabia and Yemen’s exiled
government say the Houthis also
receive substantial amounts of
weapons and ammunition from
Iran. Tehran views the Houthis as
the legitimate authority in Yemen,
but denies it supplies them with
weapons.
Some Western officials have been
more sceptical of the view that the
Houthis are receiving large-scale
support from Iran.
US and Western officials who
spoke to Reuters about the recent
trend in arms transfers said it was
based on intelligence they had
seen but did not elaborate on its
nature. They said the frequency
of transfers on known overland
smuggling routes had increased
notably, though the scale of the
shipments was unclear.
Even US officials warning of
Iran’s support for the Houthis acknowledge intelligence gaps in
Yemen, where the US posture has
been sharply reduced since the

start of the conflict. The sources
declined to be identified because
of the sensitivity of the issue.
“We are aware of a recent increased frequency of weapons
shipments supplied by Iran, which
are reaching the Houthis via the
Omani border,” a Western diplomat familiar with the conflict said.
Three US officials confirmed that
assertion. One of those officials,
who is familiar with Yemen, said
that in the past few months there
had been a noticeable increase
in
weapons-smuggling
activity. “What they’re bringing in via
Oman are anti-ship missiles, explosives…, money and personnel,”
the official said.
Another regional security source
said the transfers included surfaceto-surface short-range missiles and
small arms.
A senior Iranian diplomat confirmed there had been a “sharp
surge in Iran’s help to the Houthis
in Yemen” since May, referring to
weapons, training and money.
“The nuclear deal gave Iran
an upper hand in its rivalry with
Saudi Arabia but it needs to be preserved,” the diplomat said.
Washington’s Gulf allies have
warned that US President Barack
Obama’s rapprochement with Tehran through the landmark nuclear
deal would embolden Iran in conflicts in Syria, Lebanon, Yemen and
elsewhere.
The increase in transfers comes
as the civil war drags on and
threatens to pull the United States
deeper into a conflict that has
killed 10,000 people and which
pits regional powers Saudi Arabia
and Iran against each other.
Since the beginning of the war,
the Houthis have used short-range
Scud missiles and the United Nations said they have used surfaceto-air missiles, altered to operate as surface-to-surface rockets,
against Saudi Arabia.
A suspected Houthi missile attack against a United Arab Emirates vessel in a strategic Red Sea
shipping lane, as well as the attempted strikes against the US
warship, raise worries about the
rebels’ capability to launch bolder
attacks.
Two officials said the United
States was looking into whether
components of the missiles, including the warhead, might have
benefited from Iranian parts or

come from Iran but acknowledged
the assessment was inconclusive.
US Army General Joseph Votel,
the commander of the US military’s
Central Command, said he suspected an Iranian role in arming the
Houthis and noted that Iran was
one of the possible suppliers of the
kinds of shore-based missile technology seen in Yemen.
“I do think Iran is playing a role
in some of this. They do have a relationship with the Houthis,” he told
a forum in Washington.
A senior Western diplomat told
Reuters that Iran’s role in helping
the Houthis had increased substantially since March 2015, when the
Saudis intervened to restore President Abd Rabbo Mansour Hadi to
office.

There had been a
noticeable increase in
weapons-smuggling
activity.
The diplomat said there was concern Oman had not tackled Iranian
smuggling as strongly as it should
have done. Washington has generally shied away from being too publicly critical of Muscat, especially
as it played a historic role in brokering the nuclear deal.
A senior Yemeni official said there
had been an increase in smuggled
weapons reaching the Houthis via
Oman but could not say definitively
whether the weapons were Iranian.
Yemen’s army chief of staff, Mohammed al-Maqdishi, said in a recent interview on state television
that Oman should be “a lot stricter”
on smuggling. “We are now in the
process of heavily guarding the
border points more and more,” he
said.
A senior Yemeni military source
said one of the smuggling routes is
through Shehen, a no-man’s land
and entry point in Mahra province
along the 288km Yemeni-Omani
border. Although formally under
government control, the region is
considered a haven for smuggling
and central authority is weak.
In addition to smuggling via secondary ports along Yemen’s coastline, the source said the frequency
had increased “because Iran feels
the Houthis are in a difficult situation and want to show them they’re
with them till the end”.
(Reuters)
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Kuwait readies
for snap election
after dissolving
parliament
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

V

oter registration is under
way in Kuwait, which is
gearing up for early legislative elections — the
third in five years — after
the country’s emir ordered the dissolution of parliament.
The Kuwaiti Ministry of Interior
announced conditions for candidates looking to compete for a seat
in the 50-member assembly. They
include being a Kuwaiti citizen by
birth, not by naturalisation. Candidates are required to be more than
30 years of age on November 26th,
the day of the election, have a good
ability to read and write Arabic and
be free of a criminal record that
damages their “integrity and trustworthiness”.

Candidates expressed
awareness of the
public’s general
dissatisfaction
with the political
class.
“The absence of a criminal record
for insulting God, the prophets or
the emir condition was set for the
first time,” reported the Dubaibased Gulf News.
Kuwaiti Emir Sabah Ahmad
al-Jaber al-Sabah dissolved par-

liament following an emergency
meeting with the cabinet, owing to
“the circumstances in the region…
and the security challenges” that
require a new mandate.
“It became necessary to go back
to the people… to elect their representatives… and contribute to
confronting those challenges,” his
decree said.
Most opposition figures boycotted the election in 2013, protesting
changes in the voting system introduced by the government but
many indicated they would take
part in the next polls.
Local media reported that former members of parliament sitting in the 2012 parliament but
boycotted the 2013 election have
discussed taking part in the November election.
The
Islamic
Constitutional
Movement, the political arm of the
Muslim Brotherhood, said it would
field six candidates. The Islamist
Ummah Principles Group also said
it would take part in the upcoming
election.
A new government is expected
to be formed by December 12th,
although most of its members will
not likely be sitting MPs. The law
requires the cabinet to include at
least one parliamentarian. The
government is usually headed by a
member of the ruling family.
In Kuwait, the elected parliament often assumes the role of
oversight as well as opposition
to the unelected government but
the last parliament had a reduced

Kuwaitis wait in front of the election affairs department as candidates arrive to register for the
upcoming parliamentary election in Kuwait City, on October 19th, 2016.
number of opposition figures.
Potential voters have until October 28th to register and parliamentary hopefuls have started campaigning.
“The majority of voters are not
satisfied with the efforts of the
lawmakers (of the recently dissolved parliament) and are looking for change,” former lawmaker
Nawaf al-Fuzai, who is running for
this election, told Kuwait Times.
“The public didn’t really trust
the current crop of lawmakers due
to their poor performance and failure in resolving various problems
or meeting the demands of the
people,” he added. “The removal
of fuel subsidies and the hiking of
petrol prices without consultation
with the people is a recent example.”
Former MP Roudhan al-Roud-

han, who is also running in the November election, told the Kuwait
newspaper Al Qabas that “there
was anger towards the parliamentarians but they were elected by
you… Hopefully this time you will
elect those who represent you.”
Candidate Humaidi al-Subaei
said most members of the dissolved parliament will not be voted back in.
“The people are thirsty for
change, which will not be less than
80%,” he told Kuwait Online. He
said the former MPs are spending
huge amounts of money to return
but “that won’t do them any good.
They will lose their money and not
gain seats.”
“We will see the will of the Kuwaiti people in making an unprecedented change,” Subaei said.
Speaking to Al Qabas, Hussein

Nasser al-Huraiti, a former MP
who is running for election again,
said: “The National Assembly is
missing a lot of things, most importantly its lack of deputies who
have expertise”.
Some observers pointed to the
government’s announcement to
cut fuel subsidies in August as
among the main reasons for dissolving parliament. “Early elections allow the emir to avoid a
showdown in the parliament over
subsidies and months of parliamentary criticism of the government’s policies,” Scott Weiner
wrote in the Washington Post.
Responding to public pressure,
the emir ordered a review of a
controversial law that allows the
government to collect DNA information from more than 3 million
people for security purposes.

which only a specific percentage
of employees receive an equivalent to an “A” rating, another specific percentage of workers receive
a “B” evaluation, and so on.

public sector do not reflect the
reality of the workplace in which
supervisors may prevent an employee from achieving a required
goal or task because of time constraints, expense or shortage of
personnel. The supervisor then
could give the employee a lower
rating for failing to meet the stated goal.
The professor also said the
workplace environment undermines the goal to administer objective reports.
“Let’s face it, there is a political
component in performance evaluations that is very problematic
and difficult to control,” he said.
“There are clashes in cultures,
nationalities and tribes that manifest themselves in the performance evaluation.”
Naser Chowdhury, 33, a public sector worker originally from

Mumbai, said homeland politics
often spill over into the Saudi
workplace.
“We have about 20 guys from different regions and countries, all
in South Asia, and four of them are
supervisors,” Chowdhury said.
“Things get very messy and confusing when one guy supervises
another when their families at
home are rivals.”
Karayyim said government
workers would have difficulty
with the new system following
years of receiving positive work
assessments.
“They won’t be able to handle
it,” she said. “They will resign,
take sick leave or get kicked out.
For older employees, you can’t
teach an old dog new tricks. Very
few will shape up, especially the
ones that have been there the
longest.”
That is not necessarily a bad
thing. Negative performance assessments allow government employers to weed out poorly performing employees and replace
them with highly motivated and
productive workers with a work
ethic. More efficient workers end
up helping Saudi Arabia’s struggling economy. An objective work
evaluation will become an important tool when some ministries
become privatised and workers
must reapply for their jobs.
Karayyim said 2017 would be a
critical period for the transition. “I
think 2018 should be better,” she
said.
Chowdhury said there is a silver
lining in the programme. “Eventually, it will work itself out and,
at long last, there will be accountability for those workers who
don’t do their job. I am optimistic,” he said.

No more job for life for Saudi civil servants
Rob L. Wagner

Jeddah

S

audi government employees, long immune to getting fired even for poor
job performance, are facing work performance
evaluations that include potential
penalties. Yet the learning curve
towards administering fair and
objective assessments is expected
to be daunting.
The Ministry of Civil Service
announced a programme in April
to have the ministries of Justice,
Communications and Information
Technology, Transport, Social Affairs, Foreign Affairs, Culture
and Information, and Agriculture develop semi-annual job assessments for their employees.
The programme was formally
launched in October and affects
1.5 million Saudis working in the
public sector. It is expected to expand to other ministries.
Under the programme, government workers can be fired if they
fail to improve their work performance after three years. They can
lose bonuses after the first year
of unsatisfactory employment,
face disciplinary action after the
second year and risk dismissal
after the third year. Future pay
increases may be denied to poorly
performing workers.
“Three years is a bit long,” said
Kamilia Karayyim, a human resources consultant who works in
the private sector and academia
in Saudi Arabia. “What the heck
went on before that?”
Karayyim said there are “many
good performance evaluation systems” in place but the quality of
work reviews vary. She also said
Arab culture was not always the
right environment to produce fair
and objective work assessments.

“We are an amiable culture,”
said Karayyim, noting that unfavourable reviews are rare in the
workplace. “There is nepotism
and favouritism in the system. It
will be a challenge. In the private
sector there is a little more push
because there are profits to consider but if there is no clear direction, no mission and (employers) are working to do something
(develop a new programme) from
scratch, it will be a challenge.”
The Civil Service Ministry’s
plan calls for five categories in an
evaluation: Excellent, very good,
good, satisfactory and unsatisfactory. Premium bonuses range
from 5-6% for an “excellent” rating to 1-2% for “satisfactory” work.
One university professor, who
asked not to be identified because
of the sensitivity of the plan, said
his university had a “quota” in

(AFP)

Saudi government
employees are facing
work performance
evaluations that
include potential
penalties.
“How is that fair and equitable?”
he asked. “What if everyone in the
department did an excellent job
but some have to fail according to
the quota system? Or if everyone
was a poor performer but some
employees must receive an ‘A’ rating?”
He also noted that stated policies, goals and missions in the

A Saudi man explores social media on his mobile device as he sits at a café in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
(Reuters)

Rob L. Wagner is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Saudi Arabia.
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UNESCO adopts resolution on al-Aqsa mosque
Malak Hasan

Ramallah

T

he UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO)
adopted by consensus
a resolution affirming
Muslims’ connection to al-Aqsa
mosque compound and other holy
sites in East Jerusalem and the
West Bank and condemned Israel’s
violation of Palestinians’ freedom
of worship.
Palestinians lauded the resolution as a victory on the diplomatic
level. It comes after the adoption
of a similar resolution that used
the Muslim terms only for the holy
sites al-Aqsa mosque and al-Haram
al-Sharif.
In the latest draft resolution submitted by Algeria, Egypt, Lebanon,
Morocco, Oman, Qatar and Sudan,
UNESCO’s executive board criticised Israel for several policies and
measures, including its refusal to
implement previous UNESCO decisions concerning Jerusalem.
The resolution requested UNESCO to appoint a permanent representative to be stationed in East
Jerusalem to report on the situation on a regular basis.

Israeli officials
expressed profound
dismay following the
vote.
The vote passed with 24 countries, including Russia, China,
South Africa and Pakistan, in favour. Mexico and Brazil sought a
revote to change their votes from
being in favour of the resolution
but the request was denied. Britain, Estonia, Germany, Lithuania,
the Netherlands and the United
States voted against the resolution and another 26 countries abstained.
The Palestinian Authority (PA)

said the decision sent a clear message that the international community does not approve of policies that protect the occupation
and create a state of instability.
Israeli officials expressed dismay
at the vote and said it would not
cooperate with UNESCO. Israeli
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu referred to UNESCO’s session
as a “theatre of the absurd” and
described the decision as “delusional”.

The decision is a
reflection of the
success of Palestinian
diplomacy.
He added: “UNESCO has lost
what little legitimacy it had left.”
Some Israeli commentators,
however, saw UNESCO’s note as
a reflection of the Israeli government’s failure.
The resolution criticised Israel’s
policy that restricts Muslim’s access to the site and aggressive tactics by Israeli police against the
Ministry of Awqaf and its personnel and against Muslims’ access
to al-Aqsa mosque and al-Haram
al-Sharif.
“The Executive Board… deeply
deplores the failure of Israel, the
occupying Power, to cease the persistent excavations and works in
East Jerusalem particularly in and
around the Old City,” the UNESCO
statement said
The resolution also addressed
reconstruction of the Gaza Strip,
which the UN Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine Refugees in
the Near East (UNRWA) recently
said Israel continues to hinder and
reaffirmed that al-Haram al-Ibrahimi in Hebron and the Bilal Ibn
Rabah mosque in Bethlehem were
an integral part of the Palestinian
territories.
Israel claimed that the resolution denies Jewish connections to
the city, even though the resolution stated the importance of the

Palestinian Ambassador to UNESCO Elias Sanbar (L), flanked with Palestinian Deputy Ambassador
Mounir Anastas, speaks to the media as he walks out of the meeting room at UNESCO’s headquarters
in Paris, on October 17th. 								
(AP)
Old City and its walls for the three
Abrahamic religions.
Murad al-Sudani, secretarygeneral of the Palestinian National
Commission for Education, Culture and Science, said Israel tried
to present the conflict as religious
that targets the Jewish people. “We
are not against Judaism, and the
resolution affirmed all three monotheistic religions’ connection to Jerusalem unlike any other,” he said.
Palestinians argue that Israel
aims to present the resolution as
an attack against Jewish people to
shift focus from the purpose of the
resolution, which aims to end Israel’s dangerous and illegal actions
against Palestinian rights and holy
sites in Jerusalem.

The Palestinian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in a news release, said:
“We regret that some countries
succumbed to the PR bullying orchestrated by Israel, which shifted
the focus from Israel’s illegal actions in occupied East Jerusalem to
issues irrelevant to the content and
objectives of the resolutions.”
Alaa Abu Taha, a researcher in
international relations and law, argued that the vote was not momentous but still significant because it
supported the Palestinian historical narrative and went along with
the internationalisation of the Palestinian cause.
He said the decision was a reflection of the success of Palestinian
diplomacy but should not be seen

as a victory by itself. “UNESCO is
not a political organisation,” he
said, “but educational. We do commend the vote but it is not an ultimate victory.”
Sudani said he believed Palestinians, along with the Arab and Muslim world, must urgently intensify
efforts to fight Israeli propaganda
and its attempts to conceal the
truth about its occupation.
“In a previous vote this year, 33
countries voted in favour of [the
Palestinian territories] but only 24
voted in favour this time,” he said.
Mexico’s and Brazil’s change of position should not be taken lightly.”
Malak Hasan is a reporter based in
Ramallah.

Interview

Palestinians should wake up from ‘peace dreams’, Shaath says
Amr Emam

T
Cairo

he peace process
with Israel should
be declared dead
and Palestinians
should wake up
from their “peace
dreams”, former
Palestinian chief
negotiator Nabil Shaath said in
an interview.
“If anything, past experiences
and alterations in the world and
around us in the region tell us
that we should start depending
on ourselves, not wait for others
to give us our rights,” Shaath told
The Arab Weekly. “Rights are not
given but taken by force.”
Shaath, international relations
commissioner for the ruling Fatah
movement in the occupied West
Bank, said he does not mean Palestinians should wage war against
Israel. Everyone in the Palestinian
territories realises that heavily armed Israel is far stronger
militarily than the Palestinians,
he said.
“But still we are far stronger
when it comes to public action,”
Shaath said. “The Palestinians can
still defeat Israel, even without
arms, tanks and fighter jets.”
A consumer boycott should be
the Palestinians’ weapon against
Israel, he said.
The “Arab spring” opened the
door to wars in a number of Arab
countries and pushed the Palestinian struggle for liberation and
statehood into a backseat.
The usual patrons of the Pales-

tinian cause — Egypt, Jordan and
the Gulf Arab countries — have
been trying to solve their own
internal political, security and
economic problems.
“Instead of causing us to be sad
or weak, this should push us into
more unity,” Shaath said. “Unity
among political factions will make
us strong and bring us closer to
the fulfilment of the statehood
dream.”
Among the Palestinians, however, unity seems to be easier said
than realised. Over the past few
years, numerous factional reconciliation projects ended in vain,
sometimes in catastrophe.
The most recent reconciliation
project was in 2014 when Fatah
and Hamas, the Islamist movement that rules the Gaza Strip,
agreed to reunite and hand over
administrative control of Gaza to
Fatah in preparation of general
elections a few months later. The
agreement, however, did not
bridge differences between the
two movements.
The stalemate has given rise
to calls inside Fatah for moving
ahead in the struggle against
Israel and towards statehood
without Hamas.
“This is very possible, by the
way,” said Hazem Abu Shanab, a
member of Fatah’s Revolutionary Council. “Hamas is about
only a fraction of the Palestinian
people.”
Hamas’s absence from any Palestinian unified action would not
even weaken the effort, he said.
However, Shaath said he was
optimistic about the prospect for
reconciliation with Hamas.
“Hamas did not go for reconcili-

Among the
Palestinians,
unity seems to be
easier said than
realised.

We should
start
depending
on ourselves,
not wait for
others to
give us our
rights.

”

ation after 2011 because it did not
need it,” Shaath said. “The Muslim Brotherhood’s rise to power
in Egypt and in a number of other
countries gave them confidence
that they could do without Fatah
but this is changing now with the
Brotherhood on the way out of the
Arab political scene everywhere.”
Although some may disagree
with Shaath in his optimism about
Hamas, many side with him in
that it is time the Palestinians
take matters into their own hands.
“The Palestinians have no
other choice,” said Amr Moussa,
a veteran of Arab politics and the
former Arab League chief. “The
Arab world in its traditional form
is over. A new regional system is
emerging instead.”
Shaath called on his fellow
Palestinians to depend on themselves more because his years
spent involved in the negotiation
process with Israel taught him

that the Jewish state would never
give the Palestinians their land
back freely.
He said the usual brokers, such
as the United States, cannot force
Israel to make peace with the Palestinians. France, he added, has
put forward an initiative to bring
the Palestinians and the Israelis to
the negotiating table but it cannot
realistically put pressure on Israel.
“Israel does not give anything to
anybody for free,” Shaath said. “It
will never give us our land if the
cost of occupying this land is not
far higher than leaving it.”
Shaaath was in Cairo to speak
about his new book: My Life from
Nakba to Revolution, which documents Shaath’s early years, his
family and his relationship with
Yasser Arafat along with the Palestinian struggle for statehood.
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
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Fate of US-based cleric
in the balance as Ankara
lobbies Washington
Thomas Seibert

Washington

T

urkey is stepping up pressure on Washington to extradite the elderly Muslim
cleric whom Ankara says
masterminded the coup
attempt against Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
Turkish Justice Minister Bekir
Bozdag is to travel to Washington to press the issue. “If they
don’t extradite him, it is obvious
that Turkish-American relations
will not be the same,” Bozdag told
Turkish state broadcaster TRT, referring to Fethullah Gulen, 77. Erdogan warned of undisclosed consequences for bilateral ties if the
extradition procedure drags on,
saying Turkey could start talking
about “very sensitive things”.
Bozdag is expected to press US
Attorney General Loretta Lynch
for a quick decision about Gulen
but there is no sign that the Obama
White House is ready to hand the
cleric over and the decision could
well be left to the next administration.

Washington’s refusal
to extradite or detain
Gulen has angered
officials in Ankara.
Erdogan claims that Gulen, who
lives in Pennsylvania and heads a
religious movement with hundreds
of thousands of followers in Turkey,
organised the July 15th uprising by
some of Turkey’s armed forces. Gulen denies the charge.
The coup attempt, which led to

more than 250 deaths, failed after
most units of the military refused
to join and thousands of Erdogan
supporters took to the streets in
protest. The government has since
fired or suspended about 100,000
soldiers, police officers, judges,
teachers and officials suspected
of membership in Gulen’s Hizmet
(“Service”) movement. More than
30,000 people are in jail awaiting
trial in what government critics call
a witch hunt.
Evidence supplied by Turkey to
the United States deals with Gulen’s
alleged attempts to undermine the
Turkish state prior to July 15th, a
diplomatic source in Washington
told The Arab Weekly. A US government official said the documents
sent by Ankara are insufficient
to convince US courts that Gulen
should be extradited. Additional
documents, related to the cleric’s
role in the coup attempt, are said to
be being prepared.
Washington’s refusal to extradite
or detain Gulen has angered officials in Ankara. Erdogan’s supporters have accused Washington of
playing a role in the coup attempt,
something the US government denies. The row over Gulen has shaken a relationship already strained
because of US support for Syrian
Kurdish groups that Ankara views
as terrorist organisations.
Serdar Kilic, Turkey’s ambassador to Washington, admitted the difficulty of convincing US officials of
the dimensions of Gulen’s alleged
plot. “It’s like trying to explain a
surrealistic Fellini movie,” Kilic
told the Los Angeles Times. “This
is something very difficult for the
American people to understand.”
Bozdag expressed frustration
about Washington’s approach.

“Even the current content of the
dossier we have sent to the United
States leaves no doubt… that this
coup attempt was planned and carried out by Fethullah Gulen,” the
minister told the Hurriyet Daily
News newspaper.

Turkey is stepping
up pressure on
Washington to
extradite Fethullah
Gulen.
Robert Pearson, a former US
ambassador to Turkey, said it was
obvious that US officials have not
seen evidence proving that Gulen
directed the coup from US soil. “If
Turkey had a document or a phone
conversation that was that kind of
evidence, they would have produced it,” Pearson told a panel at
the Middle East Institute in Washington, “and, therefore, we are
faced with the issue of circumstantial evidence, which is a very difficult issue to resolve.”
James Jeffrey, another former
US ambassador to Ankara, told the
same panel there was some truth to
the Turkish view that Washington
was not keen to deal with the Gulen issue. “US government lawyers
hate cases like this,” Jeffrey said. “If
they are not pushed from the top,
they will delay and always want
more evidence.”
The usual procedure sees an extradition request first vetted by US
government lawyers. If they conclude that the material is convincing, they send the file to the courts.
Should the judicial procedure end
with an extradition order, the decision about whether to send Gulen
to Turkey lies with the US secretary

US-based cleric Fethullah Gulen at his home in Saylorsburg,
Pennsylvania, last July.
of State, who can reject the extradition if there are doubts that Gulen
would receive a fair trial in Turkey.
A Turkish diplomat told The Arab
Weekly that Ankara expected Washington to deal with Gulen’s extradition as quickly as possible. “We are
not talking about a common crime,”
the diplomat said. “We are talking
about a man who has tried to take
down the Turkish state.”
The transition between the outgoing and the incoming US administrations should have no bearing

(Reuters)

on the judicial process, he said,
“because judges won’t change”.
Jeffrey suggested that US authorities should ensure that Gulen does
not stir up things in Turkey from
Pennsylvania and could check or
block the cleric’s communication
channels. Such steps could “limit
any possibility of another coup attempt emanating from the United
States”, he said.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.

Questions linger after Turkey’s attempted coup

View poi nt

Yavuz Baydar

T

hree months have
passed and the bloody
coup attempt, with its
deaths and destruction
that shattered Turkey,
is still wrapped in

mystery.
What happened during the
night of July 15th until the middle
of the following day? We know
enough about the citizen resistance to the putschist troops
blocking bridges and roads, F-16
jets flying at extremely low
altitude with seemingly endless
sonic booms over Istanbul and
Ankara, the troops shooting at the
crowds and, later, the lynching of
many soldiers.
As of the evening of the day
after, the overall picture of Turkey
would be best described as a ruin.
Many major questions remain:
Who masterminded the coup?
Who pushed the button? If
successful, who would be sitting
on the military junta? Was it a
pure Gulenist coup attempt or
does it point out to a larger
picture, of broader engagement of
the top army ranks? What does its
flawed orchestration tell us about
the reasons for total failure?
The pro-government media
obsessively focus on the role of
Gulenist officers, who have been
depicted as the sole culprits and
demonised as FETO (Fethullah
Terror Organisation). A stream of
accusations has been deliberately,
constantly pumped into the public

Any attempt to display
scepticism and dig into the
underlying reasons and actors
behind the coup is taboo.

by Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan and his Justice
and Development Party (AKP).
Any attempt to display scepticism and dig into the underlying
reasons and actors behind the
coup is taboo. Journalists are
discouraged from doing so and
those who ask rational questions
do so with the risk of being
branded. “You doubt, therefore
you must be part of FETO plot,” is
a common accusation in Turkey,
where fear and paranoia rule.
Nothing will make the bold
questions go away. Having dug
into the complicated, messy
choreography of the events of July
15th, I think what emerges is a
series of mysterious acts by AKP
figures and top army officials in
the hours preceding the coup
attempt.
According to fragmentary
official statements and confirmed
data, the secret service of Turkey,
MIT, had already been informed
about ”activity” inside the army
headquarters and barracks at
about 3pm or 4pm on July 15th. It
is also known, by official statements, that the head of MIT,
Hakan Fidan, entered the army
headquarters in Ankara and was
known to have informed Erdogan
at those hours about the mutiny
apparently brewing. Fidan met
Chief of General Staff Hulusi Akar
to discuss the matter.
From that point, the sequence
of events is wrapped in mystery.
Akar was taken hostage about
9-10pm as the putsch unfolded. So
were the commanders of the
branches of the military. One of
them was General Abidin Unal,
commander of the air force, who
was the guest of honour at a

wedding in Istanbul together with
the country’s number two general.
Both men were taken prisoner as
the wedding hall was assaulted by
masked officers, causing general
havoc.
A key factor in ensuring the
coup failed was the 1st Army,
based in Istanbul. Its four-star
commander, Umit Dundar, had
appeared at an early stage of the
coup attempt on TV and distanced
himself from it in clear terms. He
was later promoted to deputy
chief of the General Staff.
If MIT had informed the top
generals, then how did they end
up being arrested about six hours
later? How come the civilian
government was caught by a big
surprise late on Friday? What
happened in those critical six
hours, between afternoon and
midnight? And what happened
before the top commanders
re-emerged free the next day?
In the aftermath of the attempt,
another major element is puzzling analysts: 150 generals are
held in detention, dismissed from
their duties. This number
corresponds to about 40% of the
top echelon of the Turkish
military. That all of them, as
accusations indicate, had
belonged to the Gulenists awaits
to be addressed properly, seriously with concrete evidence. So
far, it has not.
Bits and pieces put together do
not, as concluded by sharpminded colleague Umit Kivanc,
appear convincing that it was a
coup undertaken purely by the
Gulenist flank of the army.
“For their own, different
motives, many flanks at the top
echelons seemed to be involved,”

Three
months
have passed
and the
bloody coup
attempt is
still wrapped
in mystery.

he wrote, adding that the pattern
that day shows deceit, divisions,
changed minds, panic, “suicidal
acts”, such as bombing the
parliament building and, the day
after, modifying the narrative on
the sequence of events to save
themselves.
Another colleague, Ahmet Sik,
who suffered a lengthy detention
that he blames in the Gulen
movement, offered his analysis,
which I agree with fully based on
my research, that the putschists
acted on a much broader base.
He argues that between the
time the plot was uncovered and
the time the rebellious officers
began to move on Istanbul and
Ankara, there were negotiations
between the Turkish intelligence
services, the civilian government
and nationalist officers who were
part of the coup alliance.
The coup failed not because it
was poorly planned or because
civilians took to the streets to
oppose it but, rather, because the
Turkish government successfully
broke the alliance between the
non-Gulenist officers and those
affiliated with the movement.
One of the crucial pieces of
evidence, or lack thereof, is the
fact that no organisational chart
or plan for a military junta has
surfaced since the coup was
foiled. Such a chart has been a
crucial part of every other coup
plot in Turkish history. According
to Sik, this is evidence the
Turkish government is trying to
cover up the extent of the coup
and the specific officers involved.
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish journalist and occasional contributor to
The Arab Weekly.
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Wariness
of Trump gets
Muslim Americans
interested
in elections
Thomas Seibert

Washington

A

determination to keep
Donald Trump out of the
White House has boosted efforts to encourage
Muslim Americans to
register to vote and participate in
the November election, activists
said.
Those campaigning to get Muslims to the polls November 8th
said the response has been lively as
Trump, the Republican Party candidate for president, made headlines
with rhetoric depicting Muslims as a
potential national security risk, calling for an entry ban for people from
Syria and Iraq and criticising the
parents of a Muslim-American soldier who was killed in action in Iraq.

The number of
registered Muslim
voters in the US is
said to have risen
from 500,000 in 2012
to 800,000 this year.
The Council on American-Islamic
Relations (CAIR), a lobbying group
in Washington, urged supporters to
get five other people to register to
vote. CAIR activists called 150,000
Muslims on one recent weekend to
remind them to register and vote.
“Trump’s anti-Muslim rhetoric
is definitely a motivating factor,”
said Robert McCaw, director of the
government affairs department at

CAIR. McCaw spoke of increased
enthusiasm among Muslim Americans to take part in the election.
“We have Trump to thank for that,”
he said. “If a candidate is challenging your civil rights, the response is
to go out and vote.”
McCaw said Muslim voters were
likely to be further motivated by
incidents such as the arrest on October 14th of three white Christians in Garden City, Kansas, who
are accused of plotting to bomb
an apartment complex, which includes a mosque, housing SomaliAmericans. Authorities allege the
three were planning to detonate car
bombs around the complex on November 9th, one day after the election.
“Kansas is not going to intimidate
Muslim voters,” McCaw said. “If
anything, it will motivate them to
turn out and make sure our country
is not going in the wrong direction.”
The Muslim Public Affairs Council
(MPAC) has also been encouraging
Muslims to vote, publishing a voters’ guide outlining the positions
of Trump and his Democratic rival,
Hillary Clinton. “American Muslims
are playing a more visible role in
this volatile election, are expected
to turn out in record numbers and
could be pivotal in swing states,”
the guide says.
Rabiah Ahmed, director of media and public affairs at MPAC, said
Trump indirectly inspired Muslim
voters, an “unintended side effect”
of his campaign. There is more at
stake for Muslims than during other
elections, Ahmed said. Muslims realise that “somebody is targeting
your place in society, your loyalty,”

Young Muslims protest against US Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump in Wichita,
Kansas, last March. 									
(Reuters)
he said. As a consequence, “there is
more engagement”.
McCaw said the number of registered Muslim voters in the United
States had risen from 500,000 in
2012 to 800,000 this year. There is
no official number of Muslim-American citizens but estimates range between 3 million and 8 million out of
a total population of more than 320
million. McCaw said CAIR planned
to contact 500,000 Muslim voters
by telephone before the election in
an effort to get them to the polls.
He said a celebrity would “voice
that call” but declined to provide a
name.
CAIR, citing a poll it conducted
in October, said nearly 90% of registered Muslim voters plan to take
part in the elections in November.
The poll indicated that 72% of the

804 US Muslims contacted said they
support Clinton and 4% backed
Trump.
The poll suggested that the Republican Party’s image among Muslims has worsened since 2012, when
51% of Muslims said Republicans
were unfriendly towards people of
their faith. That number has risen
to 62% and only 7% of Muslims recently polled said Republicans are
friendly towards them.
Ahmed Mohamed, operations officer for the Arab American Family
Support Center in New York, said he
had met people who were voting for
the first time in 15 years. Many said
they were not aware that they had
to register first to be able to vote, he
said.
Trump has not made any obvious effort to win over Muslim vot-

ers. During the October 9th debate,
Trump said Islamophobia was
“a shame” but he added that the
United States had a problem with
Islamic extremism, “whether we
like it or not”.
Trump repeated his demand that
Muslims should “report when they
see something going on” that could
point law enforcement agencies to
planned terrorist attacks. “If they
don’t do that, it’s a very difficult situation for our country,” Trump said
In response, some Muslims took
to Twitter to poke fun at Trump.
“I’m a Muslim and I would like to
report a crazy man threatening a
woman on a stage in Missouri,”
tweeted Moustafa Bayoumi, author
of the book How Does It Feel to Be a
Problem? Being Young and Arab in
America.

Interview

Trump would work for Palestinian-Israeli peace, adviser says
Mohamed Wadi

D
New York

onald Trump,
despite seeming
inconsistencies
and often harsh
comments
regarding the
Middle East, was
not disparaging
Islam and the region overall but
referring to extremist elements in
some of his most notorious
statements, said Walid Phares, an
adviser to Trump campaign for
president.
Trump has staked out a nationalistic position in regards to
immigrants, promising to build a
wall along the US-Mexican border
and threatening to bar — for a time
at least — the entry into the United
States of refugees from the Middle
East.
Regarding Trump’s shifting
statements about Islam and the
Arab world, Phares said: “He
[Trump] is essentially a business
man. He has said more than once
that he will reach out to both the
Arab world and Muslim world. He
has many friends in the Arab
world and he will be a strategic
partner to some Arab countries.”
He added: “Trump did not talk
about Islam in general, not the
doctrinal aspects of Islam. He was
referring to extremist Islamic
movements. All of his advisers

support the Arab populations in
their fight against extremists.”
Rather than force Middle
Eastern issues to the sideline, the
adviser said Trump would likely
use his deal-making background
to find solutions to some of the
region’s most intractable problems, such as the PalestinianIsraeli stalemate.
“Trump is someone who’s used
to making deals,” Phares said. “He
likes to always take centre seat
and when he becomes president
of the United States, he will sit at
the centre in negotiations
between Palestinians and Israelis.”
Phares revealed that Trump was
in contact with representatives of
the Palestinian Authority as well
as the Israelis.
Phares said Western ideas of a
“new Middle East” are “fantasies”
and that “Trump himself does not
believe in them.”
Phares insisted that the time of
regime changes by force in the
Arab world is gone as people now
demand the right to choose their
destinies. Phares criticised
Democratic Party candidate Hillary Clinton’s
collaboration with the
Muslim Brotherhood
in Egypt while she
was secretary of
State. Under Clinton,
according to Phares, the
US State Department
refused to work with
certain groups but
welcomed some others.

Trump is
someone
who’s used
to making
deals.

”

Walid Phares, an adviser to
Trump campaign for president

Phares pointed out that many
Muslims in Michigan support
Trump because they know he is
not against Islam. Phares claimed
“there is a media campaign
focusing on Trump as a person to
smear him politically” and that
“80% of the American media
oppose him”.
He continued: “Trump did not
talk about Islam in general, not
the doctrinal aspects of Islam. He
was referring to extremist Islamic
movements. All of his advisers
support the Arab populations in
their fight against extremists.”
Phares said US President Barack
Obama’s policies towards Iran was
“childish and led to Iran’s control
of Iraq and the emergence of [the
Islamic State] ISIS.” Phares said
Trump “has reservations on the
nuclear deal with Iran and wants
the relation to be more affirmative
and that there should be a wider
participation by Arab allies”.
Phares pointed out that “Trump
has said nothing about Qatar and
Turkey and this means that, when
he becomes president, the subject
of both countries will be brought
up.” He said that “Trump did
mention the Muslim
Brotherhood and we must
keep in mind that when
we talk of the Brotherhood’s supporters, we
refer to Qatar and
Turkey. This means
that the Muslim
Brotherhood has a
problem now and

must be dealt with once and for
all.”
Concerning the Republican
Party’s economic agenda, Phares
said: “Trump’s original idea in the
context of the economy and on a
personal level is that for everyone
in America to become rich by
achieving a higher economic
growth for everybody. He was
talking about the vast majority of
Americans… [Clinton] wants to
take from the rich to give to the
poor, which is an outdated
idea.”
Concerning terrorism and
fighting the Islamic State (ISIS),
Phares said: “The issue does not
deserve all of this time.” He said
Trump is in favour of an ArabKurdish alliance such that “the
Sunni Arab zones will not be
under the control of other
sectarian parties.”
Another point on which the
Republican candidate has been
criticised concerns his assertion
that US allies should reimburse
the United States for defending
them. Phares said that “the idea is
not new and this is exactly what
was happening all the time but it
was not publicised. The US
administration was able to get
military bases or defend US
interests in many other ways.” He
said it should never be a question
of money but that there should be
real partnerships between the
United States and its allies.
Mohamed Wadi is an Egyptian
writer.
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Clinton and Trump clash over Iraq, Syria, refugees
Mark Habeeb

Washington

D

emocrat Hillary Clinton
and Republican Donald
Trump clashed throughout the night at their
third and final debate,
less than three weeks before US
presidential elections on November
8th.
The atmosphere was chilly. The
candidates refused to shake hands
before or after the event. Clinton
frequently mocked Trump’s past remarks and his experience as host of
a reality television show and Trump
referred to the former secretary of
State as “a nasty woman”.
Despite the candidates’ animosity, moderator Chris Wallace of Fox
News elicited substantive discussion and a sizeable portion of the
debate focused on issues concerning the Middle East.
The event occurred as Iraqi government and allied forces launched
an assault to retake the city of Mosul
from the Islamic State (ISIS). That
provided an opening for Trump to
repeat accusations that Clinton and
US President Barack Obama essentially created ISIS by withdrawing
US forces from Iraq. “We should
have never let ISIS happen,” Trump
said.

Clinton maintained that

a no-fly zone could
save lives and
hasten the end of
the conflict.

”

“She lost Mosul,” Trump said,
adding “We don’t gain anything”
by restoring Iraqi government control of Mosul because “Iran is taking
over Iraq.” Iran, Trump said, should
tell the United States “thank you
very much for Mosul”.
Trump, however, never said what
he would do differently in the fight
against ISIS while Clinton repeated

her promise to launch an “intelligence surge” to counter ISIS and
to target the jihadist group’s leader,
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.
On Syria, Trump said the slaughter in Aleppo was the result of “bad
decisions” by Clinton when she was
secretary of State. “By fighting [Syrian President Bashar] Assad, who is
much tougher and smarter than her
and Obama”, the administration
had forced the Syrian dictator to
“align with Russia [and] Iran, who
we made very powerful,” Trump
claimed.

Trump appeared to
reject the Obama
administration’s call
for Assad to step
down.
In fact, the Damascus-Moscow
axis is decades old as are the ties
between Assad’s minority Alawite
community and Shia Iran.
Trump also appeared to reject
the Obama administration’s call for
Assad to step down: “If they ever
did overthrow Assad,” Trump said,
“you may very well end up with
worse than Assad.” As for the antiAssad rebels who are being supported by the United States, Trump said,
“We don’t know who they are.”
Clinton repeated her pledge to establish a no-fly zone in Syria but, for
the first time, acknowledged that
it would have to be negotiated, not
imposed, due to “legitimate fears”
of a conflict with Russia, which has
deployed advanced anti-aircraft
systems in Syria that could pose a
challenge to US warplanes.
Clinton maintained that “a no-fly
zone could save lives and hasten the
end of the conflict” as well as “make
it clear to the Syrians and Russians
that our purpose is to provide safe
zones on the ground”.
The candidates sparred over the
issue of allowing Syrian refugees
to immigrate to the United States.
Trump repeated his allegation that
Clinton wants to increase the number of refugees entering the United
States by 500%, something she has

US Republican Party presidential nominee Donald Trump (L) and US Democratic Party presidential
nominee Hillary Clinton take part in their final debate, in Las Vegas, on October 19th.
(AP)
never publicly stated. So far this
year, just more than 10,000 Syrian
refugees have been allowed to enter
the country, so even a five-fold increase would mean around 60,00065,000 — far fewer than have entered many European countries.
Trump claimed that “in many cases [the refugees] are ISIS-aligned”
and that anyone who doubts this
should “wait and see what happens
in coming years” — a thinly veiled
warning of terrorist incidents on US
soil.
Shibley Telhami, a long-time Middle East analyst at the University of
Maryland, noted that in the 15 years
since the terrorist attacks of September 2001, only three refugees
have been arrested and charged in
the United States with planning ter-

rorist activity.
Clinton said: “I am not going to
let anyone into this country who is
not vetted” but also said she would
not turn down widows and children. Clinton pointed out that the
perpetrator of last summer’s terrorist attack in Orlando “was born
in Queens, the same place [Trump]
was.”
Clinton commented on the issue
of hacked Democratic Party e-mails,
which have proven embarrassing
to her campaign, and noted that
US intelligence agencies confirmed
that the hacking was conducted by
Russia with the likely knowledge
of Russian President Vladimir Putin. Trump condemned the hacking
but expressed doubts about Putin’s
involvement, who in any case “has

outsmarted Hillary and Barack
Obama at every step of the way”.
That exchange prompted Clinton
to accuse Trump of being Putin’s
“puppet”, to which the New York
billionaire replied: “No puppet, no
puppet… You’re the puppet!”
Trump repeated his argument
that the United States must demand
more from its allies and cannot continue paying the bill for their defence. Twice he mentioned Saudi
Arabia in that regard.
Despite the feisty exchanges over
the Middle East and other issues,
the post-debate commentary was
dominated by Trump’s provocative
suggestion that he may not accept
the election outcome. “I will look at
it at the time,” he said. “I will keep
you in suspense.”

Trump’s outlandish foreign policy claims
unlikely to boost his standing
View poi nt

Gregory
Aftandilian

A

lthough the headlines from the last US
presidential debate
focused on Republican candidate Donald
Trump’s unwillingness to say he would unconditionally accept the outcome of the
November 8th vote, he also made
outrageous foreign policy
comments that cater to his
political base but are not likely to
improve his chances of winning
the White House.
If Trump was hoping to appeal to
undecided voters concerned about
the direction of American foreign
policy, he failed.
When Democratic Party nominee
Hillary Clinton attacked him for
his support for Russian President
Vladimir Putin, pointing out that
the US intelligence community
has concluded that the Kremlin
was involved in hacking e-mails to
influence the presidential election,
Trump replied that Clinton has “no
idea” about Russia’s role and added
that Putin “outsmarted her” on
Syria.
Trump said he “condemned” the
e-mail hacking but explained that
if the United States had “gotten
along with Russia, it wouldn’t be
so bad”. He suggested that the
lack of cooperation with Moscow

Trump’s embrace of Putin and
Russia’s role in Syria are
baffling to most Americans.

has allowed the Russians to “take
over” the Middle East.
Trump’s embrace of Putin and
Russia’s role in Syria are baffling
to most Americans, not just
the foreign policy elite. Trump
undoubtedly sees some merit in
contrasting Putin’s strongman
style with what the billionaire
businessman calls the “weak”
leadership of US President Barack
Obama and Clinton. (Trump said
during the debate that Putin has
“no respect” for Clinton.)
But it is one thing to attack your
opponent for lack of leadership
and another to compare her
unfavourably with the traits of an
authoritarian leader whom you
admire.
Adding more insult, Trump
praised Syrian President Bashar
Assad as being “much tougher
and much smarter than” Clinton
and Obama. Anyone who follows
the news knows that Assad, with
Russian support, continues to
commit war crimes in Aleppo by
bombing civilian neighbourhoods.
Millions of Americans saw and
were moved by the image of the
dazed Syrian boy in an ambulance
covered in dust and blood from one
such bombing, an image Clinton
alluded to during the debate.
Another outrageous message
that Trump touted during the
debate was that the offensive by
Iraqi government forces against
the stronghold of the Islamic State
(ISIS) in Mosul was timed to get
Clinton elected, implying there is a

conspiracy by the White House, the
US military, the Iraqi government
and other anti-ISIS forces to boost
Clinton’s chances of winning the
presidency.
Trump offered no evidence to
support this claim. Again, such
conspiracies play to his political
base, which tends to believe there
is a huge secret cabal at work
in Washington. It also ties in to
his conspiracy theory that the
US presidential election will be
“rigged”.
Trump did raise a few foreign
policy issues that were more
reasonable and would appeal
to more moderate voters. For
example, he said Obama and
Clinton should have left some
forces in Iraq to prevent ISIS from
forming and noted that ISIS was
now in many countries, implying
that the US counterterrorism
strategy was failing.
The Obama administration and
Clinton have argued that the Iraqi
leadership refused to support a
status of forces agreement with
the US military, thus precluding
the stationing of a residual US
military force in Iraq. However,
some Republican foreign policy
specialists have argued that the
Obama administration did not try
hard enough to secure such an
agreement because the president
was intent on fulfilling his 2008
campaign promise to withdraw US
troops from Iraq.
If Trump had stuck with
such reasonable messages, he

On foreign
policy,
Clinton
had a 57%
to 39%
advantage
over
Trump.

could have been able to broaden
his political support but his
personality is such that he
relishes making outrageous and
provocative statements.
This leads to the question of
Trump’s temperament. Americans
have many misgivings about
Clinton largely because of the
e-mail controversy involving her
work as secretary of State but
she is seen as more suited to deal
with national security issues than
Trump.
Polls conducted in September
on the issue of whom people trust
more on foreign policy indicated
that Clinton had a 57% to 39%
advantage over Trump. On the
question of who is best equipped
to be commander-in-chief, she
led Trump 50% to 45%. And
on the question of who has the
better overall temperament to be
president, her lead over Trump
expanded to a whopping 20%.
Trump’s comments and
behaviour during the debates have
done nothing to ease concerns
about whether he is suited for
the presidency. If anything, the
debates have made him seem more
ill-tempered and reinforced the
feeling that he is not the person
who should oversee the US nuclear
arsenal.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
in the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and
is a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.
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ISIS’s military retreat accompanied by propaganda defeat
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

W

ith the Islamic State
(ISIS) on the back
foot as an internationally backed coalition seeks to liberate the Iraqi city of Mosul, a report
revealed that the Islamist group’s
slick propaganda efforts are being abandoned in favour of an increased focus on military efforts.
The
report,
Communication
Breakdown: Unraveling the Islamic
State’s Media Efforts by researchers at the US Military Academy at
West Point, New York, said ISIS
propaganda had been effective in
recruiting fighters and supporters
when it could promote the idea of
a “functioning, expanding caliphate”. With ISIS barely holding on
in Iraq and in retreat in Syria and
Libya, the group’s propaganda efforts have taken a serious hit, the
report concluded.
“Analysis showed that the number of [media] releases has declined
since the late summer of 2015,
which can be seen as the high-water mark of the group’s public online distribution activities… most
likely a function of the increased
amount of counterterrorism pressure faced by the group across the
territory it claims for its caliphate,”
the report, which was written by
Daniel Milton, director of research
at West Point’s Combating Terrorism Center, said.

More than

80%

of ISIS accounts
had been removed
within 48 hours
of posting ISIS
content.

“The caliphate was their big selling point. Now there’s an inability
to say we’re doing the things that
make us a state and that was behind their broad appeal,” Milton
explained in comments to the New

York Times.
“The Islamic State’s media people are fighters, too, and, when
they’re fighting, they can’t put out
their message,” he added.
The
international
coalition
against ISIS has been targeting
those leading its media effort, with
ISIS seeking to make much of its
so-called media martyrs but ultimately being unable to replace
them in its elaborate propaganda
machine. ISIS information minister Wail al-Fayed was killed in a
US strike on Raqqa in September,
with a Pentagon statement stressing that the killing of senior leaders such as Fayed “degrades [ISIS’s]
ability to retain territory and its
ability to plan, finance and direct
attacks inside and outside of the
region”.

The group was
roundly mocked on
social media after a
statement said that
the apocalypse had
been “postponed”.
Another major blow to ISIS’s
propaganda efforts came on October 16th after Turkish-backed rebels captured the symbolically important Syrian town of Dabiq from
the group. Dabiq — which is also
the name of ISIS’s infamous online
magazine — will be the supposed
site of a climactic battle in Islamic
eschatology.
“The news of Dabiq’s fall would
be unremarkable — the final battle lasted hours and the casualties
were low — but for the fact that ISIS
spent the last two years proclaiming the town to be the site of an
end-of-days showdown with the
infidels. This isn’t quite what the
group had in mind,” William McCants, senior fellow at Brookings
Institution Center for Middle East
Policy, wrote in a posting titled
Apocalypse Delayed.
The group was roundly mocked
on social media after a statement
from the Amaq News Agency,
which is affiliated with ISIS, said
that the apocalypse had been
“postponed” due to “unforeseen
circumstances”.
“ISIS promised ‘final victory’ in

A member of the Iraqi government forces celebrates in front of an ISIS flag covered in graffiti in the
town of Sharqat, about 80km south of Mosul, Iraq, on September 23rd. 				
(AFP)
Dabiq but today its fighters fled in
defeat at the hands of Syrian supported by @coalition,” tweeted
Brett McGurk, the US special envoy
to the global coalition to counter
ISIS. “Did I miss the apocalypse?”
asked New York Times Middle East
correspondent Ben Hubbard.
It is on social media, more than
anywhere else, that the reversal
of ISIS’s propaganda efforts can be
seen. Twitter and Facebook have
become more adept at removing
ISIS content, the report said, forcing the group to rely more on its
own websites.
The West Point report analysed
propaganda published by ISIS be-

tween January 2015 and August
2016, noting the presence of more
than 52,000 photographs and 140
hours of video clips embedded in
Twitter posts. Twitter had been
the biggest tool used by ISIS until
July 2015, when it was eclipsed by
ISIS websites. This lines up with
when Twitter began utilising a
more proactive strategy to remove
ISIS-related accounts, necessitating the group to change its procedures.
“Distribution accounts on Twitter are being removed in greater
numbers and quicker than ever before,” the report noted. Researchers identified 51 Twitter accounts

as posting content on behalf of ISIS
on June 15th-16th. More than 80%
of those accounts had been removed within 48 hours of posting
ISIS content, a far quicker rate than
before July 2015.
Despite increasing success countering ISIS’s military and propaganda efforts, the report concluded
that even greater investment must
be made to “more fully engage ISIS
and other organisations on the media battlefield” as a “critical part of
diminishing the threat” it poses to
the rest of the world.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

The unfulfilled Dabiq prophecy an omen for ISIS

View poi nt

Rashmee
Roshan Lall

I

n the excitement over a new
prophecy, an unfulfilled old
one is receiving less attention than it might.
The new prediction comes
from Baghdad, Washington,
Ankara and Erbil and it is upbeat.
We are told that the battle for Mosul will fatally damage the Islamic
State’s pretensions to having and
holding an Islamic state.
The old forecast was an apocalyptic piece of propaganda from
the Islamic State (ISIS). It promised
that the northern Syrian town
of Dabiq would be the site of a
conclusive battle between Muslims
and non-Muslims. The Prophet
had prophesied as much, ISIS said,
quoting the oft-disputed hadith or
sayings of Prophet Mohammad.
As it happens, Dabiq has fallen,
there was not a mighty clash, let
alone between Muslims and nonMuslims, and that prophecy from
ISIS failed to live up to its billing.
But here is a basic fact about that
battle for Dabiq. ISIS cannot be
strictly accused of speaking falsely.
The battle for Dabiq was not the
epic prophesied clash between
Muslims and non-Muslims because
the rebel groups that took the town
were Muslim. ISIS pointed this out

To ISIS, the notion of a coming
clash in Dabiq has always been
an attractive bit of historical
reinvention.

after it relinquished Dabiq and it is
right.
One of the groups that moved on
Dabiq was the Hamza Brigade. It is
a small, Pentagon-supported unit.
The Hamza Brigade, the Sultan Murad Brigade and the Levant Front
are on the same side as the United
States and Turkey. Larger, more
hardcore Islamist groups such as
the former al-Nusra Front are not
included in the ragtag band that
has been cobbled together.
It is hard to imagine that a historic clash between Muslim and nonMuslims will come to pass in Dabiq
now. For that to happen, ISIS would
have to regain control of Dabiq and
the United States, Britain, Canada,
France or a NATO force would
have to put boots on the ground in
that part of Syria. Western forces
would have to fight ISIS as one
army against another, rather than
in support and advisory roles. This
has been the practice for the US-led
coalition in its struggle to regain
the territory ISIS seized in 2014 and
2015.
ISIS has cannily suggested the
Dabiq prophecy is merely postponed and that the two armies
will fight another day. But, as William McCants, an Islamic specialist at Brookings Institution, points
out on the respected website
jihadica.com, that ISIS itself did
not really believe in the Dabiq
prophecy until April 2014 when it
won territory in northern Syria.
Then, the group — spectacularly

shrewd and ferociously disciplined as jihadists go — seized
upon the town and the alleged
prophecy as a powerful tool in the
propaganda war.
It used Dabiq just as it did the
restoration of the caliphate, the
proclamation of an emir for all
Muslims and the demolition of a
sand berm separating the colonially drawn boundaries between
Iraq and Syria. Individually, none
of these had cataclysmic force.
Taken together, they became a
symbol of a glorious Islamic past
uniting with a glittering future for
all Muslims. And they awakened
a deep foreboding in the West, a
presentiment of looming disaster
and helplessness.
To ISIS, the notion of a coming
clash in Dabiq has always been an
attractive bit of historical reinvention that aided the recruitment of
fighters. In mid-2014, it started to
issue an online magazine, calling
it Dabiq, in a bid to underline its
determination to claim a grand and
pivotal role in Islamic history.
It declared that it would establish
Habasha, an emirate that would include Sudan, Ethiopia, Somalia and
Eritrea. Here, too, Islamic history
was cunningly pressed into service.
The Prophet’s followers travelled to
Habasha in Islam’s early days.
ISIS spoke of reclaiming Barqa, as
eastern Libya was known after the
seventh-century Arab conquest. At
the height of its triumphs on the
battlefield, ISIS put out a map of

As it
happens,
Dabiq has
fallen and
there was
not a mighty
clash.

the world with blocs that harkened
to specific periods in 1,400 years
of Muslim rule over different parts
of the world — Andalus, Khorasan,
Qoqaz, Anathol, Orobpa.
There was a remarkable logic
in this historical reinvention. The
French historian Fernand Braudel
once said that a steady grasp of the
long term may be the only way to
properly use history for political
purposes. Braudel said that events
must be seen as distinct from
history. Events are brief, rapid,
nervous oscillations, the “froth” on
the waves of time, but history takes
place at greater depths and may
be largely unremarked. Its unseen
consequences will make connections at the level of ideas.
By reaching into Islamic history
— for names, prophesied battles
and such — ISIS sought to make
that grand connection, as well as a
narrative statement about worsting
the West. Not by “events” such as
battles, skirmishes and the temporary gain or loss of territory but
by embracing a longer timescale,
stretching back millennia.
Losing Dabiq, the town, if not the
promised epic battle, does not bode
well for that.
For now, that is the prophecy that
should count.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at www.
rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Reconstruction
costs of
damaged Iraqi
cities another
looming crisis
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

M

uch of the discussion
about the offensive
to recapture the Iraqi
city of Mosul from the
Islamic State (ISIS)
has revolved around how ethnic
and sectarian cleavages could
make the military operation problematic. An equally difficult, and
perhaps even more daunting, problem is who will fund the enormous
costs of reconstruction in Mosul
and other Iraqi cities liberated from
ISIS control.
Mosul is likely to be heavily damaged when anti-ISIS Iraqi forces retake the city. A large part — perhaps
80% — of Ramadi was essentially in
ruins when the Iraqi government
reclaimed it in late 2015.

Leaving damaged
cities in the Sunni
heartland of Iraq in a
state of disrepair will
feed resentment.
Ramadi, once a thriving city of
about 500,000 people, is mostly
uninhabitable. About 50 bridges in
the city were destroyed, as were
many schools, hospitals and other structures. Some estimates of
the cost to rebuild Ramadi reach
$10 billion. Other cities in central,

western and northern Iraq were
heavily damaged when they were
retaken from ISIS.
The deputy governor of Anbar
province (where Ramadi is located)
said in September that the reconstruction of the cities in his province would cost about $22 billion.
As for Mosul, reports have indicated that ISIS is busy installing
improvised explosive devices and
other booby-traps to make streetto-street fighting very costly for
Iraqi government forces and their
allies. Many buildings are likely to
be damaged either from ISIS blowing them up as they retreat or from
artillery and air strikes from Iraqi
government and coalition forces.
Rebuilding Mosul is likely to cost
tens of billions of dollars and no
one has a clear answer as to where
the money to rebuild it and other
major cities will be found.
Because of low oil prices, economic mismanagement and corruption, the Iraqi government is
expected to register a budget deficit of at least $20 billion this year.
Although pressure will mount on
Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi to
shift resources to this massive reconstruction effort, it will likely be
checked by his need to provide for
civil service salaries, internal security and social-welfare services.
The United States has led an effort to solicit funds from the international community to help Iraq
but much of the money is geared
towards immediate needs, such as

Iraqi workers dig a trench for a new water pipe near Haji Ziad square in the centre of Ramadi, last
March.											
the care of internal refugees. US
Secretary of State John Kerry convened an international meeting in
Washington in July during which a
group of countries pledged a total
of $2 billion for Iraq, 25% of which
would be allocated for humanitarian needs and the rest for “demining operations” and “stabilisation”
efforts. Tikrit, in northern Iraq, is
said to be one of the most mined
cities in the world.
Kerry emphasised at the meeting that “we are here to deal with”
the estimated 3.3 million internally
displaced Iraqis, not the broader
challenge of reconstruction. There
will be more internal refugees because of the fight to retake Mosul.
The United Nations estimates it
will require $184 million to care for
them.

In September, the Iraqi government took the initiative in having
a convention at the Baghdad International Airport that included representatives from 50 foreign and
Arab governments as well as international construction companies
to examine the opportunities to rebuild Iraqi cities. The event was cosponsored by the UN Development
Programme (UNDP).
In what can only be described as
a gross understatement, the deputy
governor of Anbar province said the
government had not been able to remove debris from Ramadi because
of the “financial crisis”.
This, of course, begs the question as to who will fund Iraqi reconstruction. International companies,
while seemingly interested in taking part in the effort, will not go

(AP)

forward without being assured of
payment.
Given the poor state of Iraqi government finances, donations from
the international community are
the only realistic option at this
stage but there is a good deal of donor fatigue, especially as European
countries are coping with the large
influx of Middle Eastern refugees.
Leaving these damaged cities in
the Sunni heartland of Iraq in a state
of disrepair will feed Sunni resentment, which, if not addressed, will
make the situation ripe for another
group like ISIS to emerge. It behoves
the international community, including Gulf Cooperation Council
countries, for both strategic and
humanitarian reasons, to develop
a reconstruction plan for Iraq and
a realistic mechanism to pay for it.

In Homs, Syrians not waiting to start rebuilding
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

E

ven though the end of the
war in Syria is nowhere in
sight, individual restoration and rehabilitation
works have been taking
place in the Old City of Homs since
the rebels left more than two years
ago. The lack of the money to rebuild and a political solution to
Syria’s crisis have prevented families from returning to that part of
the city, Syria’s third largest. Hope
is pinned now on a rehabilitation
project for the old souqs launched
in August to reinstate life and economic activity in the battered area.
Homs Governor Talal al-Barazi
revealed at a workshop recently
that technical restoration committees had been formed with the
support of international organisations to rehabilitate historic landmarks in the war-ravaged city, once
dubbed the capital of the revolution against the regime of Syrian
President Bashar Assad.
Barazi said the governorate removed more than 330,000 tons
of rubble and debris from the Old
City, clearing main roads and intersections and allowing the return of
35-40% of inhabitants, while 400
shops have been repaired by their
owners and reopened.
The restoration of the historic
markets, including al-Nouri, alQaysariya and the textile market,
will be implemented in four stages
over a period of two years with the
support of the UN Development
Programme (UNDP), according to
chief architect and project manager
Ghassan Jansiz.
“The first phase of the restoration of the souqs in old Homs,

which includes 4,600 shops and
trades, effectively kicked off in
mid-August,” Jansiz said. “The
area was mapped and redrawn by
300 engineers and engineering students, supported by 70 specialists
in rubble removal before the actual
restoration work could start.”
UNDP Director in Homs Tarek Safar detailed the work accomplished
by the agency. “We have taken out
more than 200,000 cubic metres
of debris and solid waste, amounting to 90% of the total volume of
rubble in Old Homs, cleaned the
façades of the souqs, replaced the
roof of the covered market and
opened the door for bids to install
solar-powered street lights after
the whole power network in the
area had been destroyed,” Safar
said.

Hope is pinned now on
a rehabilitation project
for the old souqs
launched in August.
Long before the UNDP-sponsored project for the old souqs
(wagon) was on track, a number
of shop owners had taken the initiative to repair their shops at their
own expense, showing resilience
and determination to restore some
life amid the ruins.
“The damage inflicted on the
covered souqs was disproportionate. The area where my shop is
located was damaged that is why I
took it upon myself to remove the
rubble and repair the place,” said
textile tradesman Issa Beshara.
“It is true that the activity in
the market is still extremely shy
and modest but many tradesmen
are keen to return to their shops.
Within days after I reopened my

place, the owner of the shop next
door returned, too, and so on. The
circle became larger, mainly by
those whose shops could still be
repaired.”
Elias Makhoul has restored his
restaurant in the old souq although
customers are infrequent. He had
waited in vain for government
compensation for his damaged
property.
“For more than a year, we have
been hearing promises from the
government to rebuild Homs’s old
neighbourhoods but it is only a
month or two ago that they started
removing the metallic roof in alNouri, al-Qaysariya and the textile
souqs and working on the rehabilitation of the streets and pavements,” Makhoul said.
“Such works, although they have
been delayed, will definitely encourage more people to return to
the souqs and repair their shops
but they will have to rely on themselves because the government
cannot offer everything in view of
the current economic situation and
the war,” he added.
Charity groups offered to rehabilitate certain streets and equip them
with solar street lights, taking into
account the symbolic and cultural
importance of the city’s souqs for
its residents.
While some sections can be repaired, other parts of the Old City
were damaged so severely that
they need to be razed. However,
the vast destruction did not stop
Bashir Abdallah from returning to
his neighbourhood of Hamidiya,
after being displaced for two years.
“I fled Homs in 2013 to Damascus
where I rented an apartment but
due to inflation I preferred to return and place the money in repairing my house and my shop instead
of paying rent,” Abdallah said.

A Homs resident lowers a gas cylinder as he undertakes repairs to
his shop, in the Old City of Homs, Syria, on September 19th.
(AFP)
“It is true that we are living amid
ruins and the situation is not exactly stable but in the end this is
our city if we do not repair it, who
will… We will not wait for the government, which might take two
years or even more…”
Syria’s reconstruction will require international efforts on the

scale of the Marshall Plan, which
rebuilt Europe after the second
world war but in the meantime Syrians are trying privately to alleviate
the traces of the ongoing conflict.
Khalil Hamlo is a Damascus-based
journalist and a regular contributor
to The Arab Weekly.
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Lebanon’s economic hurdles mount
Abdel-Rahman Ayas

Beirut

M

any key economic
indexes in Lebanon
have slumped and
the
international
community is pressuring the country to introduce
further reforms to its financial
laws or face restrictions but political deadlock and fallout from the
war in neighbouring Syria make
chances of progress slim.
Retail sales dropped 16.5% to a
record low in the first half of 2016
compared to the same period last
year, according to the Index of Retail Sales, which is prepared by the
Lebanese Franchise Association
(LFA) and the Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Agriculture of
Beirut and Mount Lebanon (CCIB).
The recorded level for this year
is lower than that in the first six
months of 2012 when the index
was introduced, said LFA President Charles Arbid, who attributed
the downfall to major decreases in
key constituent indexes.
“The attires index, constituting 22% of the main index, fell by
7.5% during the same period,” he
said. “The index of hotel services,
whose share is 19%, decreased by
8%. The tourist services index,
contributing 9%, declined by 6.6%.
The index of luxury goods, which
forms 8% of the main index, lost
9.28%.”

The situation is
very bad.

”

Nicolas Chammas,
the head of Beirut Traders
Association (BTA)
Arbid said he was “extremely
worried”, recalling that decreases
in retail sales reflect lower consumer spending, which makes up
70% of Lebanon’s gross domestic
product (GDP). “This means incomes are decreasing, while retail

outlets are running out of money
and cannot invest. They may resort
to layoffs and hence contribute unwillingly to the vicious circle.”
The Central Administration of
Statistics has further worrying figures. Consumer prices fell 0.84%
in August compared to July, when
the prices increased by 0.16% compared to June. On a yearly basis,
consumer prices fell 0.79% in August compared to the same month
in 2015.

Retail sales dropped
16.5% to a record low
in the first half of
2016.
Nicolas Chammas, the head of
Beirut Traders Association (BTA),
said: “The situation is very bad.”
Since the Syrian revolution started
in March 2011 and soon deteriorated into a war with interventions
by regional and international players, “Lebanon’s economy has been
gradually weakening, with trade
suffering the biggest blow,” he said.
He warned that the middle class,
which was the backbone of Lebanon’s economy before collapsing
during the country’s 1975-90 civil
war, “caught some breath in the
1990s but is now facing downfall
again. The country’s middle class
includes traders and employees
who suffer from decreasing purchasing powers.”
Syrian refugees in Lebanon, estimated at more than 1 million,
have introduced different consuming habits, especially with the low
number of foreign tourists in recent
years, a BTA source said. “Lowerend goods are selling better, while
higher-end goods are selling less
and less. This is understandable
since rich tourists from the Gulf do
not come here anymore due to security warnings from their governments,” the source said.
Before their governments advised them to avoid travel to Lebanon due to the role of Hezbollah,

the Shia militant group, in the Syria
war, Gulf tourists mainly came by
land via Syria, Pierre Ashkar, head
of the Hotel Owners Association
in Lebanon (HOAL), said. “According to Tourism Ministry figures,
the number of Gulf tourists fell by
40.2% in 2011, 57.8% in 2012 and
40.6% in 2013,” he said.
“Shy increases of 12.8% and
6.8% in 2014 and 2015 were not
enough,” he said, estimating that
tourism’s share of the GDP fell
from $7 billion in 2010 to $3.5 billion in 2015. A HOAL source said
the verbal exchange between Hezbollah, which backs the regime of
Syrian President Bashar Assad and
Saudi Arabia, which backs Syrian
opposition factions, was the main
reason why Gulf governments almost banned their nationals from
visiting Lebanon.
Another problem is due to the
political deadlock that has kept
Lebanon without a president since
May 2014 and prevented general
elections being held since June
2009, forcing parliament to extend
its tenure twice. Political bickering
has rendered the cabinet of Prime
Minister Tammam Salam ineffective.
Parliament, which met in November 2015 for the first time in
a year, passed financial laws to
avoid an international boycott of
domestic banks and approve international loans that were about
to expire. It must meet again soon
as Lebanon is being pressed to join
the Common Reporting Standard
(CRS), formally referred to as the
Standard for Automatic Exchange
of Financial Account Information.
It is a standard for the automatic
exchange of information, following the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development
(OECD).
The legal basis for exchange of
data is the Convention on Mutual
Administrative Assistance in Tax
Matters, and the idea is based
on the US Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act (FATCA) implementation agreements, explained

A man carries a sign while attending a demonstration in support
of Lebanese banks near the Central Bank in Beirut, Lebanon, last
June. 								(AFP)
Makram Sader, secretary-general
of the Association of Banks in Lebanon (ABL).
“The CRS is very likely to affect Lebanon’s banking secrecy,
which has been attractive to foreign depositors,” he said, urging
parliament to legislate protective
measures before Lebanon joins the

CRS. “OECD found some reforms
introduced in November insufficient, and joining the CRS is a must
before the end of 2016 to avoid
international restrictions against
Lebanese banks.”
Abdel-Rahman Ayas is a Beirutbased business writer.
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Fujairah seeks to carve out energy niche

Saudi Arabia bond
offering raises
$17.5 billion

Jareer Elass

Washington

U

sually eclipsed by oilrich Abu Dhabi and glittering Dubai, Fujairah is
one of the smaller and
poorer of the United
Arab Emirates, but has started to
carve out a niche of its own in the
energy world.
The start-up of a very large crude
carrier (VLCC) berth at Fujairah
port marks a further step the UAE
has taken to promote the northern
emirate as a regional oil trading and
storage hub. Over the past decade,
Fujairah port has tripled its berths
to nine and boosted its shipping traffic of refined products more than
eight-fold, with more than 2,200
ships loading or unloading crude
products in 2015. The new VLCC
berth opens the port to a new clientele: Crude-laden vessels.
The VLCC jetty, built at a cost of
$177 million, allows Fujairah port
customers to load or unload up to
2 million barrels per day (bpd) of
crude via supertankers. There are
plans for the port to add a second
berth that also would handle supertankers. At 26 metres, the new dock
is reported to be the deepest in the
Middle East.
The Fujairah port has established itself as a regional refined oil
products hub, handling 56 million
tonnes of products in 2015. To meet
growing demand, the port is planning to expand its storage capacity
for refined products from about 10
million cubic metres to 14 million
cubic metres by the end of the decade.
The Fujairah port is the second
largest — behind Singapore — bunkering port in the world. That enables companies to store and supply
the various fuels that tankers require in refuelling operations. The
Fujairah port built up its storage
capacity from eight tanks in 1994
to around 340 tanks today. In addition, large international energy
firms such as Royal Dutch Shell and
Chinese state oil firm Sinopec built
crude storage tanks at Fujairah two

A tanker at the oil terminal of Fujairah during the inauguration ceremony of a dock for supertankers,
last September.											 (Reuters)
years ago for their own use or leasing.
The strategic significance of the
Fujairah port is that it is the only
one of the UAE’s oil export facilities fully outside of the Strait of
Hormuz, the shipping chokepoint
at the entrance of the Arabian Gulf.
It is estimated that one-third of the
world’s tanker-borne crude traverses through the Strait of Hormuz,
which neighbouring Iran has periodically threatened to close off.

Over the past
decade, Fujairah port
has tripled its berths
to nine and boosted
its shipping traffic of
refined products
more than eight-fold.
The Fujairah port, on the Gulf of
Oman, provides tankers direct access to Asian and African markets
by way of the Indian Ocean, which
represents a savings in transportation costs because of shortened
travel time to those key markets in
addition to protecting the tankers
from a potential quagmire in the
Strait of Hormuz.

Emphasising the importance of
the Fujairah port to the UAE’s crude
export plans, Abu Dhabi’s stateowned Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC) completed the $3.3
billion, 400km Abu Dhabi Crude Oil
Pipeline (ADCOP) in 2012, enabling
Abu Dhabi to free a large portion of
its oil exports from having to traverse the Strait of Hormuz.
The impetus for ADNOC to complete pipeline was rising political
tensions between Iran and its Gulf
neighbours over Tehran’s nuclear
programme and its perceived growing hegemonic interests vis-à-vis
Yemen and Syria. The UAE was eager to capitalise on its export location outside the strait should Iran
one day make good on its perennial
threat.
ADCOP has a carrying capacity
of 1.5 million bpd — approximately
half of the UAE’s total oil production — with the ability to rapidly
boost that capacity by an additional
300,000 bpd. The pipeline connects
from Abu Dhabi’s onshore oil facilities in the western desert at Habshan to Fujairah, where it accesses
ADNOC’s own sizeable crude tanker
farm and export terminal comprised
of three single-point moorings.

The expectation is that ADNOC
will eventually link ADCOP to Fujairah’s nearby crude storage tanks,
which would give the state oil firm
flexibility in loading or unloading vessels via its own single-point
moorings or from the port’s VLCC
berth.
Without oil reserves and production of their own, Fujairah and its
neighbouring emirates in the north
have been dependent on the largesse of Abu Dhabi, which accounts
for 94% of the UAE’s proven oil reserves and the majority of its crude
production.
Abu Dhabi and Dubai are clearly
the power brokers within the UAE,
with the political and economic
clout to call the shots for the federation but given Fujairah’s rising
prominence as a regional crude and
products trading hub, in addition to
its already top ranking as a bunkering hub, the tiny emirate may one
day be in a strong enough position
to push for a more prominent seat at
the UAE table.
Jareer Elass reports
on energy issues for The
Arab Weekly. He is based in
Washington.

Tehran hikes oil sales to East but needs West
Gareth Smyth

London

S

till concerned over insurance issues, would-be European buyers of Iranian
crude remain cautious ten
months after the easing on
international sanctions following
Tehran’s July 2015 nuclear agreement with world powers.
Undaunted, Iran has expanded
exports to Asian countries, which
continued to purchase Iranian
crude — albeit at reduced levels —
despite stringent US and European
Union financial and energy restrictions introduced in 2012.
There is disagreement over the
extent of Iran’s oil production.
Most analysts put it somewhat less
than the 4 million barrels per day
(bpd) claimed by Iranian Oil Minister Bijan Namdar Zanganeh. That
figure is near the pre-2012 peak
and, for Iran, this is a step towards
output of 5.7 million bpd in 2021.
Even in the short run, it seems
likely the ceiling of 33 million
bpd agreed by the Organisation of
the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in September will be
crossed.
According to the International
Energy Agency, OPEC pumped a
record 33.64 million bpd of oil in
September. That was despite cuts
by some producers, including Saudi Arabia, which reduced output by
20,000 bpd to 10.58 million bpd.
Iran, Libya and Nigeria were exempted from cutbacks.
Where is Iran’s oil going? Europe

Briefs

is taking less than 500,000 bpd
but India’s imports in August were
576,000 bpd, three times the level
of August 2015. China’s were up
48% to 749,000 bpd. South Korea’s
imports doubled and Japan’s rose
45% over the same period.
Overall, Asia is taking 62% of
Iran’s crude exports, according to
Mohsen Ghamsari, director for international affairs at the National
Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), who
put oil and condensate exports
at 2.5 million bpd during the current Iranian year (which began in
March).

According to the
International Energy
Agency, OPEC
pumped a record
33.64 million bpd of
oil in September.
To some extent this reflects
Iran’s commitment to countries
that maintained trade with it during sanctions — a point often made
by Iranian officials — and so suggests a pattern that will persist.
There are also wider trends at
work: Iran’s realignment to the
East reflects economic growth in
Asia and China’s growing global
role.
The picture is further complicated by Russia. The $13 billion
deal by Rosneft, Russia’s largest oil
producer, to buy Essar Oil’s Vadinar refinery, India’s second largest,
along with 2,700 Essar petrol stations, beat interest from both Iran
and Saudi Arabia in securing a stra-

tegic stake in a market of 1.3 billion
people.
Some analysts portray Rosneft’s
move as, in part, a means to secure
greater influence over the Asian
market in response to Saudi Arabia’s attempts to expand European
sales at Russia’s expense.
However, the global economy
is far from a zero-sum game. Iran
has signed a third memorandum
of understanding in energy with a
Russian firm, Tatneft, after earlier
agreements with Zarubezhneft and
Lukoil, this time for developmental studies in the Dehloran oil field,
120km west of Dezful in the southwest province of Khuzestan.
Two of China’s largest stateowned companies, China National
Petroleum Corporation and China
Petroleum and Chemical Corporation (Sinopec), are also — says
NIOC — in the latter stages of discussions over developing two major oil fields in western Iran.
Meanwhile, a consortium led by
India’s state-run Oil and Natural
Gas Corporation (ONGC) has signed
a preliminary agreement for a $10
billion project to co-develop Iran’s
Farzad-B offshore gas field, after
earlier discussions were halted in
2012 by sanctions.
Iran’s crying need is for investment. Amir Hossein Zamaninia,
a deputy Iranian Oil minister, has
spoken of attracting $185 billion by
2020. Crucial to Tehran’s approach
is the integrated petroleum contract (IPC), designed to lure foreign
contractors by extending contract
length and removing the previous
cap on profits.
The IPC — although passed by

all relevant bodies, including the
Resistance Economy Headquarters
established in 2015 by Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei — is
viewed with suspicion as a means
to foreign “interference”.
Hence the award of the first IPC
to Setad, a business conglomerate operating outside normal rules
as a quasi-religious foundation
supervised by Khamenei, may be
designed to demonstrate the new
scheme’s acceptability to vested
interests.
Deadlines for the award of new
IPC deals with foreign companies
have been postponed several times.
The latest, according to Zanganeh,
is November 19th for companies to
submit credentials as potential bidders before the first agreements are
signed by March 2017.
While Iran focuses on Asia as a
market for oil, its long-term energy
strategy depends on Europe, both
as a market for gas and because it
needs partners to develop its oil
and gas reserves.
Iran needs not just outside investment but access to the advanced technology held by the
Western majors, which is particularly important in converting
natural gas into liquid natural gas
(LNG), the most practical and flexible form for export.
And with reserves of 34 trillion
cubic metres, 18.2% of the world
total and the largest of any country,
it is gas that will, over time, be even
more important for Iran than oil.
Gareth Smyth was chief
correspondent for the Financial
Times in Iran from 2003-07.

Saudi Arabia raised $17.5 billion
in its first international bond issue, HSBC announced. The issue
was offered in three tranches with
maturities of five, ten and 30 years
respectively.
The $5.5 billion in 5-year bonds
carries annual interest of 2.375%. A
further $5.5 billion of 10-year bonds
carries a coupon of 3.25% interest and the $6.5 billion in 30-year
bonds has 4.5% interest.
The effective annual interest rate,
including the coupon and amount
of the discount between the face
value of the bond and its sale price,
is 2.588% on the 5-year bonds,
3.407% on the 10-year bonds and
4.623% on the 30-year bonds.
The bond issue is larger than
many analysts had expected and is
the largest from an emerging-market country, Bloomberg News said.
Saudi Arabia, the world’s largest oil exporter, projected a budget
deficit of $87 billion this year after a
fall in oil revenues.
(Agence France-Presse)

Dubai group buys
Kuwaiti food firm
A Dubai-based investor group,
led by the head of property giant Emaar, completed the nearly
$2.4 billion acquisition of a majority stake in Kuwaiti food company
Americana, Kuwait’s stock exchange said.
Emaar Chairman Mohamed Alabbar’s investment firm Adeptio
and Kuwait’s Al-Khair National for
Stocks and Real Estate signed the
deal for a 66.8% stake in Americana, the bourse said in a statement.
Under Kuwaiti law, Adeptio is
obliged to offer the same price to
the holders of the remaining 33.2%
stake. The 268.5 million shares
were sold for $8.80 per share, the
bourse statement said.
Established in 1964, Americana
is the parent group that brought to
the Middle East more than a dozen
major food brands such as Pizza
Hut, KFC, Costa Coffee and TGI Friday’s.
Americana owns more than 1,690
outlets and employs 63,000 workers in the Middle East and North
Africa. It also has 17 factories and
produces various food products.
(Agence France-Presse)

Libya’s economy
on the brink,
experts say
Political stalemate and the conflict rocking Libya prevent the North
African country from taking advantage of its vast oil resources and are
pushing the economy towards collapse, experts said.
Long queues form every morning
at banks, which do not have enough
cash to meet customers’ demands.
The World Bank reports a “substantial loss in real purchasing power
of the population”, with basic food
prices leaping 31% in the first quarter of the year.
“The Libyan economy is near collapse as political stalemate and civil
conflict prevent it from fully exploiting its sole natural resource: Oil,” the
World Bank warned.
Libya has Africa’s largest oil reserves, estimated at 48 billion barrels, but production and exports
have slumped dramatically. Coupled with low global oil prices, this
has left the economy “mired in
recession since 2013″, with record
high deficits, the World Bank said.
(Agence France-Presse)
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Resisting hatred and tribalism with art
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

O

“

my friend, yesterday when the fronts
flared up and we
almost got killed, I
wrote a song.”
“My ambition is beyond being
just a woman… I always stop at that
and have doubts.”
The excerpts from works by
young Iraqi poets have been turned
into graffiti splashed on the blasted walls of Baghdad to disseminate a message of peace and love,
countering the sectarian and hate
speech of politicians and tribes.
Walls are not for Tribes’ Vendettas, an initiative launched by the
House of Iraqi Poetry in October,

aims to use the art of graffiti to
spread positive messages in Baghdad’s streets amid high sectarian
tension.
“Our initiative is meant to resist
violence and tribal practices, such
as vendettas, which have been
spreading since 2003. The idea
of taking art into the open public
space started with (the initiative)
Verses for Passersby and, likewise,
it is addressed to the larger public,
who, nowadays, are not thinking
about art and culture,” said Hussam al-Saray, an Iraqi writer and
president of the House of Iraqi Poetry.
“We sought out the public
through a visual speech that is
graffiti drawings by plastering the
walls of buildings, streets and restaurants across Baghdad. We hope
that our cultural posters will have

an impact as strong as political and
religious ones.”
Saray described the initiative as
a “cultural confrontation” against
hate speech and discourse of
vengeance perpetrated by members of the society. “We believe
that the cultural action can challenge the language of animosity
and any speech that tears apart the
Iraqi society,” he said.
Several Iraqi poets, including Fawzi Karim, Salah Faiq, Safa
Khalaf and Ali Hamza, have extracts of their writings splashed on
the walls of Baghdad neighbourhoods of Hurriya, al-Salam and
Zaafarani. The House of Iraqi Poetry also organised a two-day event
during which two young graffiti
artists painted poems in al-Karkh
and Rassafa on both sides of the
Tigris.
Mohamad Wahid, a music student and graffiti artist, has been active in civil society, participating in
several initiatives preaching peace,
including the Wall of Peace, a giant
mural drawn by 15 Iraqi artists on
the building of Al-Iraqia Documentary satellite TV with the support of
Germany’s Goethe Institute.
“Such initiatives had a big impact
on my life, though I got no money
in return,” Wahid said. “I was very
excited to participate in the event
held by the House of Iraqi Poetry
through which we wanted to address the tribes who have been
ignoring the law and persecuting
citizens with the force of arms and
obsolete traditions. We tell them:
Art can provoke change and with

Several Iraqi poets
have extracts of their
writings splashed on
the walls of Baghdad
neighbourhoods.

Baghdad’s walls are turned into open poetry books preaching
peace under the initiative Walls are not for Tribes’ Vendettas, by
the House of Iraqi Poetry.
(Oumayma Omar)

drawings and words we can counter you.”
He applauded the public’s positive reaction and appreciation of
the drawings, which reflected,
he said, their feelings and minds.
“Walls should be turned into platforms in order to induce and stimulate change in the society,” he said.
“We are a country ruled by the
power of arms, and artists should
be active under such circumstances.”
Underscoring the “many hur-

Poems preaching love and peace are displayed on Baghdad’s
walls.
(Oumayma Omar)
dles” that the artists encountered
in turning walls into “public poetry
books”, Wahid said: “Despite obtaining security clearances, security apparatuses have obstructed
our work. So we refrained from
writing the title of the initiative until the drawings were completed,
fearing backlash from supporters
of ‘tribes’ rule’.”
Iraq’s tribes are social institutions
that have preserved many customs
and traditions that run contrary to
the laws of the state. Their influence over local affairs and daily life
has been steadily growing after the
US-led invasion of Iraq in 2003. The
tribes manage their issues, even serious crimes such as murder, under
a blood money system. Many Iraqi
politicians seek to please them, as
they represent large numbers of
voters in local and parliamentary
elections.
The collapse of social norms
and the civil state’s institutions
prompted many Iraqis to resort to
tribal authorities applying customary rules outside the legal framework in order to settle their differences, Khalaf said.
He said tribal customs are mostly
inconsistent with democratic laws,

if not unlawful at all, because they
rely on their own customs to manage the affairs of their members.
“Personal and individual freedoms
are compromised, especially if one
belonged to a tribe or clan that is
opposed to others. You become a
victim without even knowing it,”
Khalaf said.
He lamented Iraq’s transformation from being a “source of cultural values” to one perpetuating
“unusual norms” that pose great
dangers on the society. “Poesy has
always been the voice of the nation
and thus we should return to verses and prose to express people’s visions and aspirations.
“Any initiative which is non-violent, opposed to armed confrontations and can rectify the people’s
misunderstandings and wrong
conceptions is welcome. Writers
and poets believe in civil peace and
we try hard to instil this culture in
a country that has been torn apart
by internal and external conflicts
for decades.”
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society section of The
Arab Weekly.

Sending a message of peace through art festival
Jimmy Dabbagh

Beirut

A

n unassuming street
near Beirut’s Hamra district was transformed as
Lebanese artist Ghaleb
Hawila crafted an intricate display of calligraphy along
one of its walls. Painted in gold, the
lettering appeared to wind around
in a circular pattern as the artist layered another figure on top. Ambiguous in form, it resembled an open
hand and a dove all at once.
Initiated by International Alert,
a leading peace-building organisation, the mural was part of
“#ART4PEACE” of the Talking
Peace Festival, celebrating the
organisation’s 30th anniversary,
which also marked the International Day of Peace.
Hawila was one of many artists
around the world who worked with
local communities to produce largescale peace-themed murals. Other
cities that took part in the event included Berdyansk, Ukraine; Davao
City, Philippines; Goma, Democratic Republic of Congo; Kampala,
Uganda; and London, England.
“Most of the countries taking part
in the mural paintings have struggled with conflict in recent times.
In Lebanon, the Syrian refugee crisis continues to put strains on the

country’s infrastructure and people, therefore the need to support
both refugees and host community
relations is crucial,” said Chiara
Butti, International Alert country
director in Lebanon.
“International Alert believes in
a world where people resolve their
differences without violence and
can build a more peaceful future for
their families,” she said.
Stressing the interaction between
art and peace, Butti said: “Art and
peace building is an area of work
that we started developing at
Alert generally and we find
the link quite interesting…
We think it is a tool that
can actually bring people
together and can raise interest. It can be dynamic.
It can be more participatory.”
This interactive element became an integral part of the process
when creating the mural
as Butti said: “People were
very much interested in seeing someone that was busy
painting a wall. We did ask some
people that stopped by to suggest
some words that came to their mind
about peace.”
In London, International Alert
had its third Talking Peace Festival
September 21st-October 2nd with
the theme Create Syria. The festival included community projects

— interactive theatre, film-making,
animation, puppetry and music —
designed by artists and cultural figures who have been displaced from
Syria in the last five years.
“The project offers people space
bringing them together with people
beyond their family networks. It is
a pilot to see what skill set artists

The mural drawn by Lebanese
artist Ghaleb Hawila in a Beirut
street as part of the peace
event organised by
International Alert.

bring and how they work together
in communities that are hard to
work with,” coordinator Charlotte
Onslow said.
Participating artists used their
skills and different means to deal
with Syrian children’s trauma.
“We can’t fix the kids’ problems
but we can provide them with a
break to play music, singing or
dancing as a way of healing,” said
musician Hannibal Saad. “They
need to see that someone cares to
discover their talent.”
“There was one child who
had a lot of energy and would
sometimes fight other kids
but he was very talented. I
noticed that if you give him
your time and respect, it all
works out and everybody
accepts him,” Saad said.
Actress
Raghad
Makhlouf, who has been
involved in culture management training, noted
that all the children she
worked with suffered some
kind of trauma.
“I thought it would be difficult to work with them but I was
surprised to see they were very
enthusiastic,” she said. “The main
challenge was to make them feel
confident. In order to do this, I encouraged them to be confident in
their choices. Nothing was forced
on them. I also wanted them to
trust me as a friend, rather than a

teacher. I wanted to show them that
they can dream again despite everything that has happened to them.
“I would love to see them perform in different parts of the world
but there is a visa problem. Many
of them do not have residency. One
child told me he had to ask his bus
driver to take another route to avoid
a checkpoint because if they see he
does not have the residency he will
be arrested. He is 16 years old and
this is not something a 16-year-old
should be worried about.”

All the children
participating in the
project had either
lost a parent or had
seen a lot of violence
and killing in Syria.
All the children participating in
the project had either lost a parent
or a relative or had seen a lot of violence and killing in Syria.
“I asked them to each write a
story. One kid wrote that his father
was taken at a checkpoint in front of
him and he hasn’t seen him since,”
Makhlouf said.
Jimmy Dabbagh is a journalist
based in Beirut and contributes
cultural articles to The Arab
Weekly. Dunia El-Zobaidi in
London contributed to this report.
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Arabian Splendor
in Washington
Mary Sebold

Washington

P

alms from Iraq’s sandy
deserts coexist with birch
trees from Maryland’s
snowy forests in Arabian
Splendor, an exhibit at
the Middle East Institute (MEI) in
Washington.
The show features 27 landscapes,
abstracts and portraits by IraqiAmerican artist Ahmed al-Karkhi,
whose versatility is as breathtaking
as his work.
“Within just two days of putting
up the show, I got a lot of feedback,”
said librarian Amal Morsy, who organised the display. “I’ve heard the
same thing over and over: ‘This is
the work of many artists.’ I say, ‘No,
this is only one artist.’ His work varies a lot. He shows three personalities!”
Karkhi’s technique shifts across
his portfolio. His interests range
from nature’s realism to Islamic
calligraphy. To one canvas, he
applies oils or acrylics in thick
swatches and in the next he uses
oils or watercolour with the precision of a miniature painter. None of
the paintings has a title.
On one wall, hastily drawn bicycles move across the fuchsia,
orange and blue background of a
large abstract painting.

Karkhi wants to
remember what Iraq
was like before the
war.
In a smaller piece, an expanse
of ripe wheat bends in imaginary
breeze. Every blade seems threedimensional, ready for harvest by
the viewer. The light, the horizon,
the colours lend expression to two
faceless Iraqis working the fields.
They seem happy, not spent.
Caught in a nearby portrait is the
artist’s son absorbed in painting.
He holds a brush dipped in orange,
upright, above the paper before
him. The observer feels his keenness.
Across the room are six works in
burnt orange, red, grey and gold
that feature Islamic calligraphy,
some of it collage. Small plaster cir-

cles suggest the metal nails in old
doors in Baghdad.
Karkhi wants to remember what
Iraq was like before the war. Born
in 1970, he graduated with a degree
in fine arts from the University of
Baghdad in 2001. After leaving Iraq
in 2006, he spent nearly three years
in Damascus, where he sold 240
paintings in the city’s finest galleries. His art travelled to France,
Italy, Sharjah and South Africa.

The show features 27
landscapes, abstracts
and portraits by
Iraqi-American artist
Ahmed al-Karkhi.
In 2009, he went to the United
States as a UN-sponsored refugee,
with his artist-wife, 8-year-old son
and a newborn. He had his first US
exhibit in Washington four months
after settling in the neighbouring
state of Maryland.
He — and his art — adapted
quickly. “I’ve changed my art because everything here is different
— the landscape, the houses, the
sky,” he told The Arab Weekly. “My
technique has also changed. In my
country, there are mostly warm
colours. In the Washington area,
there are cold colours, like blue
and green. There are four seasons
here, not just two like Iraq. I paint
snow now but I never saw snow in
Iraq.”
“Ahmed started painting the
Maryland countryside three or
four years ago,” said Marjorie Ransom, a retired US diplomat who
helped Karkhi establish himself as
an artist in America.
“In this show, I like the haunting winter scenes,” Ransom said.
“There’s one with light snow on
the ground, where the shrubbery
is fighting to survive the cold. It
reminds me of his earlier scenes of
the Iraqi desert, where the spare
foliage is struggling to survive the
harsh climate.”
Survive and thrive is what Karkhi
has done. Before heading to the
United States, he had never driven
an automobile. He now owns a car
and drives everywhere. He also
uses skills he never dreamed of
mastering to work as manager of
a huge apartment complex. After
long hours, he paints and attracts

new American patrons for his art.
Sometimes, he said he finds
himself at points along the Chesapeake Bay in Maryland or Virginia.
There, he paints sailboats in their
slips or on the open water. The
reds, whites, and blues seem oddly
patriotic, as if his exhibit could be
called US Splendor.
“Americans are very open to
art,” said Karkhi. “I work in Prince
George’s County in the Washington area. It’s a poor area but people
still react emotionally to my work.”
He has won several awards for

his land- and seascapes, including
the 2013 Krekeler Brower Best in
Show Award.
The most moving piece in the
exhibit combines Karkhi’s Iraqi
past and American present. Floating on a scratchy black background
is a woman, her features nearly
indistinct. She reclines on an invisible bed or sofa. Her head rests
on a coffin-like pillow, draped
with an American flag. She stares
at the opposite wall. There, barely
perceptible, is the red outline of
a heart pierced by an arrow. Even

Cairo festival empowers young film-makers
Mohamed Zain

Cairo

E

mpowering young filmmakers and ending cinema production monopolies by huge companies
was the main motivation
behind the Cairo Mobile Film Festival contest recently in Cairo.
The festival, organised under the
It is you, not the budget banner, allowed talented directors and actors who may not have had enough
money to produce films using
sophisticated cameras, light and
sound systems and expensive techniques, opportunities to produce
and show their films.
“A film-maker did not need more
than a cell phone with a camera
to make his own film,” said Ghada
Gobara, a cinema critic and a festival jury member. “I would never
have believed this if I had been told
about it 20 years ago.”
A total of 120 films were entered
and 60 films from 18 countries were
given spots in the contest.
“There were films from the United States, Spain, France and a large
number of Arab countries,” said
Magdi Fouda, a cinema professor
and the director of the festival. “It

was an excellent opportunity for
young cinema-makers to showcase
their talent at a very low cost.”
The competition featured young
film-makers for whom film-making
was a dream impossible to realise if
they had applied to large production companies. They had no money, no sophisticated equipment or
contacts to publicise their productions but only their talents and a
dream to carve a niche in cinema.
Some of the film-makers man-

aged to do this, producing films of
elevated artistic quality.
Islam Mohamed, an Egyptian
cinema student, made a film about
society’s lack of respect for women,
filming a series of interviews. Called
the Interview Room, Mohamed’s
film shows employers interviewing
female jobseekers.
“Questions employers usually
ask female applicants during job interviews reflect the way they view
women’s role in society in general,”

Nour Abyad (L) receiving an award at the festival

(AFP)

Mohamed said. “Sorry to say, the
way society views women’s role is
very mean and I wanted to show
this through my film.”
It cost Mohamed only $10 to
make his film, an amount he spent
decorating one of the locations he
used.
Nour Abyad, an Egyptian cinema
institute graduate, also spent just
a few dollars — in her case to buy a
tripod — for her film I like it fast and
automatic. Abyad used stop-motion techniques, which physically
manipulate an object so that it appears to move on its own, in making
her film.
Abyad’s film focused on the human identity and how some people
become ridiculous when they forget their identity and try to become
somebody else.
“The festival was a great chance
for me and other aspiring cinema
workers,” Abyad said. “My name
would have never made it to newspaper headlines in a cinema world
controlled only by those who have
money but for such an event.”
Abyad’s film won second place
in the contest. A Spanish film The
Cloud won the top prize and the
Czech film How I Became a Movie
Theatre Murderer came in third
place.
Films in the contest ought to be

less visible are Arabic words in red,
green and white. She is homesick
for Iraq.
Despite the changes in his life
and work, Karkhi’s message has
remained unchanged. “We need to
help each other, stop killing each
other. Enough with war. Time, life
goes fast,” he said.
The exhibit closes December
31st.
Mary Sebold is a
Washington-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

no longer than three minutes. They
covered all genres, including comedy, romance, tragedy and horror.
The timing of the contest could
not be more suitable. A small
number of production companies
monopolise the Egyptian cinema
scene and few producers are ready
to risk losing money on young directors like Mohamed and Abyad,
specialists say.

A total of 120 films
were entered and 60
films from 18
countries were given
spots in the contest.
Cell phone cinema opens the
door for talent to demonstrate itself
without waiting to be discovered by
financial backers.
“Such an event breaks the monopoly imposed on the cinema
scene by those who have money,”
said cinema critic Magda Morris.
“By empowering young and unconnected film-makers, the festival
gives these film-makers the chance
to dream and have their own place
on the cinema stage.”
Mohamed Zain is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Kirkuk: A major centre of Iraqi Turkmen culture
Nazli Tarzi

London

L

ike other ancient cities,
Kirkuk’s past is multilayered, moulded by war and
modernity but kept alive
through the traditions of
its mosaic community and architectural riches.
Once a caravan town on the Silk
Road, Kirkuk, in northern Iraq, today is fashionably rich owing to
its abundant oil wells. What is less
considered is the history of the
city’s multiple identity groups.
Their voices and claims to the
city have faded, as competition
between the Kurdish regional and
central Iraqi governments vying for
control of Kirkuk’s oil wealth occupies centre stage.
Enduring disputes over Kirkuk’s
historical identity, unleashed following the great carve-up of the
Middle East, were exacerbated by
the US-led invasion in 2003 and
more recently by the Islamic State
(ISIS).

Kirkuk fell to
Kurdish forces
following the Iraqi
Army’s failure to
defend Mosul against
ISIS.
Under Saddam Hussein’s Arabisation policy, Kirkuk became one
of Iraq’s most coveted cities. In
an effort to homogenise the city,
Saddam moved Arabs from the
south, displacing its Kurdish and
Turkmen inhabitants. A partial reversal of that policy took place in
2003-07, with the return of Kurds to
the area.
Many Turkmen, as the head of
the Iraqi Turkmen Platform Sundus Abbas said, did not return “as
the situation for them did not improve”. They, alongside Arab citizens, accuse Kurdish authorities
of demographic manipulation by
allowing unrestricted numbers of
Kurds to repopulate the city, while
barring others from returning.
Fatih Salah, a Manchester-based
Turkmen activist, described the
threat of Kurdish dominance “as

more present than ever before”,
citing the description of the city
by Kurdish leader and former Iraqi
president Jalal Talabani as “the Jerusalem of Kurdistan”.
“Kirkuk is not a material prize to
be won,” he ruefully reflected. “It is
the historic and cultural capital of
our people that remain firmly in the
dark, unseen and unheard by the
outside world.”
Describing Kirkuk’s importance
to Iraqi Turkmen, historian Arbella
Bet-Shlimon noted how “to a great
extent [Kirkuk] still is the major urban centre of Turkmen oral, written
and material culture”, informing an
identity that Salah said was at risk
of being diluted.
As far back as the rule of Abbasids, Seljuks and Atabegs, Abbas said, Turkmen contributed to
and largely dominated political life
from the seventh century through
the 13th century — a dynamic that
no longer reflects the status of the
community.
Architectural designs across the
city exist as surviving vestiges of
Turkmen history. “Qal’aat Kirkuk”
— the citadel — “is the oldest settlement in the northern province and
a national symbol for Turkmen,”
said Arshad Salihi, leader of the
Iraqi Turkmen Front.
Archaeologists trace the citadel
to the third millennium BC. During
the 16th century, it was seized by
the Ottoman administration, encouraging the expansion of Turkmen residential architecture that
exists today.
The cemetery of Musalla occupies an important place in the
Turkmen consciousness. The cemetery, where prominent cultural
and literary figures are buried, is
“literally an archive that documents the city’s Turkmen character” professor of architecture Suphi
Saatci wrote in his study of Kirkuk’s
unique historic fabric.
The citadel, cemetery, alongside truncated Turkish minarets
wrapped in colourful ceramic tiles,
traditional baths and Turkishnamed neighbourhoods serve as
containers of their memory.
Salihi emphasised the resilience
of Turkmen self-determination, a
community that has fought tirelessly to secure and protect its
cultural rights and common heritage. Even under Saddam, Turkmen

Kirkuk Governor Najmaldin Karim (C-R) visits Kurdish and Turkmen Shia forces on the front line
some 35km south of Kirkuk after they recaptured the northern Iraqi town of Bashir from the Islamic
State group, last May. 						
			
(AFP)
viewed themselves as an integral
part of the Iraqi national polity, despite sharing cultural commonalties and lineages to Turkic populations worldwide.
“The struggle was never over
securing political primacy,” Salah
said, “it’s always been about representation and preservation of our
people and rights.”
The overthrow of Saddam in 2003
brought new, yet unfulfilled, promises for the Turkmen, Abbas said.
The euphoria after Saddam’s fall
“was short-lived as tragedies of the
past were reactivated”, Salah said.
In the decade that followed, BetShlimon said: “Turkmen have had
to navigate a complicated political landscape”, stoking feelings of
marginalisation and under-representation.
“At times, politically active Turkmen have found themselves on the
same side as Arab nationalists in a
particular dispute,” she added, “but
it has never been a comfortable fit.”

Salihi is one of eight Turkmen
members of the Iraqi parliament.
However, none occupy high-ranking posts, which, Abbas said, is
where one is able to exercise decision-making ability.
Kirkuk fell to Kurdish forces following the Iraqi Army’s failure to
defend Mosul in the face of the
Islamic State (ISIS) in June 2014.
Though peshmerga forces immediately adopted a protectorate role
in north Iraq, successfully pushing
back against ISIS, the indisputably
mixed city remains fraught with
discord.
Notwithstanding the heavy presence of military forces from both
the central Iraqi and regional Kurdish governments, Abbas said Turkmen pay the heaviest price in the
loss of life, material wealth and
land. She described a turbulent
situation in which Turkmen-inhabited areas face daily attacks.
While the question of to whom
does Kirkuk belong is moot, the ex-

istence of Turkmen, as well as Arab
and Christian minorities, is impossible to refute. Recognising the
rich tapestry of multiple cultures,
languages and traditions that make
Kirkuk what it is can help to tame
many enduring disputes between
the various identity groups that
claim Kirkuk as their Jerusalem.
As Bet-Shlimon warned: “We
are easily seduced by the idea of
eternal sectarian hatred or greed
[and] if Iraq is characterised by a
Sunni-Shia-Kurdish conflict. Various forms of minority identity, including Turkmen, become an afterthought.”
This is a major problem and she
advised: “It is vital that we understand Iraqis to be as multidimensional and wholly human as every
other group of people.”
Nazli Tarzi is an independent journalist, whose writings and films
focus on Iraq’s ancient history and
contemporary political scene.

Remnants of bygone times, Egypt’s synagogues suffer neglect
Amr Emam

Cairo

T

he space outside the
Sha’ar Hashamayim synagogue on Cairo’s Adly
Street has nothing of the
sanctified surroundings
of a house of worship.
Policemen stand guard outside
the imposing grey building. Most
people pass by without knowing
anything about its history or who
it belongs to.
During a recent visit, a man,
holding a plastic bag, stood on
the pavement opposite the building and tried to decipher words
written in Hebrew on a sign over
the door of the century-old site.
He was quickly asked by police to
leave.
Egypt’s synagogues are unapproachable, unrecognisable and
overlooked, by antiquities authorities and the vast majority of the
people in the predominantly Muslim country.
There are 19 synagogues — a
few well-preserved — throughout
Egypt. They are witnesses of the
once-strong Jewish presence in
Egypt, which has almost vanished.
All the synagogues are closed simply because there are not enough
Jews in the country to perform
prayers.
“Worse still, there are no rabbis
to lead the prayers inside the syna-

gogues,” said Magda Haroun, president of the Jewish community in
Egypt.
When a member of the community died a few weeks ago, a rabbi
had to be brought in from France
to lead the funeral.
His death brought Jewish community membership to nine — six
women in Cairo and three men
in Alexandria — a sharp contrast
to the 80,000 Jews who lived in
Egypt during the first half of the
20th century.

There are 19
synagogues — a few
well-preserved —
throughout Egypt.
Egypt’s Jews face the painful reality that their community is coming to an end.
“They were part of Egypt,” said
Mohamed Abul-Ghar, who wrote
a book about the life of Egypt’s
Jews. “Jews enriched Egypt’s cultural and economic life for decades
before political alterations forced
them to migrate.”
Jews started to see their fortunes
chnage with the formation in
1948 of Israel, the self-proclaimed
homeland of the world’s Jews. This
was when Egyptians started to see
Jews as belonging in another country, not Egypt.
Jewish emigration from Egypt
started especially after the 1952

military coup and the 1967 Israeli
war with Egypt. Stigmatised at all
levels, they started to look for another homeland. Some headed to
Israel but the majority went to Europe, the United States and Latin
America.
Some Jews, including Haroun’s
father, Shehata Haroun, a lawyer
and a member of the leftist National Progressive Unionist Party
(Tagammu), refused to leave.
Haroun was a staunch anti-Zionist. He was once asked how he
could be a Jew and an anti-Zionism
campaigner. “It’s like being a Muslim and an opponent of the Muslim
Brotherhood or a white American
and an opponent of racism,” he
said.
Before he died, Haroun wrote
in his will that he did not want a
rabbi from Israel to lead his funeral
prayers.
“Jews continue to live with the
stigma that they are linked to Israel,” said Mohamed Tharwat, a researcher into the history of Egypt’s
Jews. “This is saddening because,
over the years, Jews formed the
artistic, business and intellectual
elite.”
Haroun, the third woman to
lead the Jewish community, married a Muslim and her children are
Muslim, too. As she goes around
among Egyptians, she is scarcely
asked about her faith but this is
also how her religious identity is
being lost.

A painting at the prayer hall of the Sha’ar Hashamayim synagogue
of Yacoub Cattaui, who was responsible for the construction of the
synagogue in Cairo in 1900. 				
(AFP)
However, this is not what she
said she fears most. She is more
afraid for Jewish heritage, part of
which is the dormant synagogues.
The Sha’ar Hashamayim synagogue, opened in 1908, last hosted
a religious ceremony in the 1960s.
It was renovated a few years ago,
which is why it is in a good condition. Other synagogues, most of
which are in Cairo or Alexandria,
are in a bad condition, some near
collapse.
The walls of a synagogue in the

Nile Delta city of al-Mahalla alKubra have fallen and it has been
turned into a rubbish dump.
Haroun has appealed to authorities to give other Egyptians
the chance to see Jewish heritage
by exhibiting the contents of the
synagogues at the country’s museums. Her plea fell on deaf ears.
“True, this is Jewish heritage but
it belongs to all humanity,” Haroun
said. “Jewish history is part of
Egyptian history and by neglecting
it, we risk losing it altogether.”
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In Lebanon, women are victims of rape and the law
Eliana Bader

Beirut

A

ll seemed normal on
that summer day that
the Lebanese Red Cross
volunteer was spending with her friends at
the pool, until she was asked by a
young man to his private chalet for
coffee. This invitation could have
been a simple meeting between two
friends but it changed into a sexual
assault that is more than what a
young woman — full of life and joy
— could have foreseen and guarded
against.
“I had a premonition that something was wrong. I tried to leave
but he was on the lookout, looking
at me with weird eyes full of desire.
The friend that I had known seemed
strange at that moment,” the woman said in a shivering voice.
“I tried to scream but he covered
my mouth with his hand. I bit his
hand that silenced me yet this did
not stop him from raping me,” she
added on condition of anonymity.

The law says that
where a valid
marriage between
the perpetrator and
the victim is
officiated, the case is
discharged.
The 28-year-old victim’s life was
disrupted in a moment. In spite of
the pain, she did not visit a gynaecologist for fear of reporting her
condition. She did not tell her parents of the incident, dreading their
reaction, as in Arab societies many
families link honour to virginity.
She did not even dare to file a lawsuit against the aggressor because
she did not trust Lebanese law.
Her story is similar to many in
which women fall victim to a rapist,

in a merciless ruthless community
and where the law is found lacking.
According to Article 503 of the Lebanese Penal Code, the crime of rape
is considered a felony punishable
by hard labour for at least five years.
Article 504 amended the punishment, setting it at seven years; however, if evidence of extenuating excuses is presented, the penalty can

Many incidents are
not reported and
culprits are rarely
brought to justice.
be reduced. Furthermore, Article
522 states that where a valid marriage between the perpetrator and
the victim is officiated, the case is
discharged.
Lawyer Manar Zaiter, project
manager at the Lebanese Women’s
Democratic Gathering, said she
tried to abolish Article 522 to prevent exemptions or sentence reductions to those convicted of rape.
Noting that there is no definition
of sexual violence in Lebanese law,
Zaiter said: “What is required is the
criminalisation of the violation of
the sanctity of the body. That is the
act of coercion itself.”
“This has morale connotations
regardless of the prohibition means.
The text as stated is elusive legislation. If forced copulation actually
constitutes a criminal offence, why
then isn’t it directly criminalised
without resorting to circumvention?” she asked, adding that it is an
“odious” law that forces the victim
to become the wife of the one who
had violated her body and soul.
Members of parliament have proposed abolishing Article 522 and to
criminalise marital rape. Member of
Parliament Elie Keyrouz described
the existing law as one that “legislates rape and finds justification for
criminals and facilitates impunity,
as the rapist is exempted from prosecution were he to marry the wom-

Lebanese girls look at scouts as they wear high heels during an event called Walk a Mile in Her Shoes
aimed at raising awareness of violence against women, in Dbayeh north of Beirut, Lebanon, April
26th, 2015.
(Hussein Malla: AFP )
an he had raped.”
In psychology, the woman who
seeks help is a “survivor” not a “victim”, according to Rafka Abu Younis, a social worker at the Lebanese
Women Democratic Gathering.
“When the survivor seeks our
help, we quickly secure a safe space,
emphasising strict confidentiality
and a non-judgmental outlook. All
of them suffer from fear, anxiety,
confusion and guilt. They consider
themselves responsible for what
happened and this is the worst
thing for a person to think about or
believe in. They are not guilty and
should not be held responsible for

the deed,” Abu Younis said.
“As for the symptoms, they are
many and of varying degrees: insomnia, profuse sweating, gluttony, aphasia, vomiting. The victim of rape needs long psychiatric
treatment to obliterate its effects
that, most often, are kept enclosed
within her but which might flare out
suddenly. The girls who have been
raped come to us totally exhausted
but, unfortunately, they discontinue the treatment.”
There is no estimate of the number of rape cases in Lebanon because many incidents are not
reported and culprits are rarely

brought to justice. Victims and their
families prefer to keep such incidents secret.
After several sessions of guidance
and counselling, the 28-year-old
rape victim visited a gynaecologist
to check for sexually-transmitted
diseases. This was followed by a
psychological restoration stage and
these wounds take a long time to
heal.
The woman was helped to find a
job and she is trying to start a new
phase of life.
Eliana Bader is a Beirut-based freelance reporter

Egypt’s Copts in shock over church virginity testing
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

A

nger is rising among
Christians in Egypt after
a former legal adviser
to the Coptic Orthodox
Church
accused
the
church of forcing Christian girls to
take virginity tests before getting
married.
Ramses al-Naggar said a number
of churches subject girls to the tests,
which activists called a “humiliation” for Christian women.
“The tests will be obligatory in all
churches by next July,” Naggar said.
“The church just wants to ensure
that wives-to-be are virgins before
marriage.”
Coptic Orthodox Church spokesman Bishop Polis Halim denied
claims of virginity testing. He said
church doctors ask women and men
about to get married to be tested to
ensure that they have no medical
problems.

Christian activists
say in addition to
degrading women,
virginity testing
violates human
rights.
“This is also done by specialised
doctors who use modern medical
equipment,” Halim said. “The claim
that we subject girls to virginity testing has nothing to do with reality.”
Like other Egyptians, Christian
parents are strongly opposed to
their daughters having premarital
sex. In southern Egypt, where communities are dominated by strict

tribal, family and religious rules,
virginity is a serious issue.
A man could be killed by a woman’s family if he has had an affair
with the woman. A woman could be
killed by her relatives if she has — or
is rumoured to have — lost her virginity outside marriage.
Christian activists say in addition
to degrading women, virginity testing violates human rights.
“These tests are a blatant violation of the bodies of Christian women,” said Christian activist Hany
Ezzat. “They violate their rights as
human beings.”
Other Christian activists called
on Coptic Pope Tawadross II to immediately stop the practice of subjecting Christian girls to the tests
and threatened to take the matter to
court.
Nagger said the testing was part
of pre-marriage courses given by
the church to couples. He said the
courses include advice on sexual
relations, how a woman should
treat her husband and how couples
can make their marriage a success.
“The church does this in its bid
to prevent divorce,” he said. “Some
men come to the church after marriage to complain that the women
they got married to were not virgins.”
Divorce is a thorny issue for the
followers of the Coptic Orthodox
Church, the majority of Egypt’s
Christians who account for almost
10% of the country’s 91 million
people. The church allows divorce
only for adultery. Christian activists said many thousands of Christian couples remained together
only because they were unable to
get a divorce.
The church has prepared a personal status law to also permit
divorce on other grounds, includ-

Egyptian Christian girls light candles in the Hanging Church in Old Cairo, Egypt, August 30th, 2016.
											
(Reuters)
ing drug addiction, apostasy and
disease. The law has yet to be approved by the government.
Virginity testing has been an issue in Egypt since a group of girls
alleged that the army had subjected them to the tests in 2011, soon
after the downfall of long-time
president Hosni Mubarak.
The army did not admit to forcing the girls to take the tests but
human rights groups accused the
army of violating the human rights
of the girls and degrading them.

Few Christians seem ready to accept church denials about virginity
tests, especially those who claim to
know about the testing.
Samih al-Masry, a resident of the
southern province of Qena, said
Christian girls are asked to take virginity tests at the churches of the
province before their engagement.
“The tests are also done in a
primitive and degrading manner,”
Masry said. “After the tests are
made, the future husbands are informed of the results.”

Christian activist Ashraf Anis
said Qena was among several
provinces where churches subject
Christian girls to the tests.
“Parents have to accept the testing because they know that if they
refuse it, their daughters will be
accused of not being chaste,” Anis
said. “This is why they have to silently accept this invasive practice.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Agenda
London:
Through November 6th
The Nour Festival of Arts
highlights the best contemporary Middle Eastern and
North African arts and culture
each October and November
in venues across Kensington
and Chelsea in London. The
festival programme features
exhibitions, music, cinema,
food, talks and dance performances.
Beirut:
Thursdays through December
29th

Zembra and Zembretta National Park

(GreenWay)

Zembra and Zembretta,
Tunisia’s mystery islands
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

S

tanding on the coast of the
Gulf of Tunis, an onlooker
can contemplate the magnificent scenery of two islands in the distance in the
Mediterranean: Zembra and Zembretta. Majestically welcoming, the
islands are a pleasant discovery for
lovers of nature and birds.
Zembra and Zembretta, in the
north-eastern Gulf of Tunis, make
up a national park boasting ecological wealth of plants and birds
as well as breathtaking landscapes
open to visitors who want to enjoy
hiking and camping.
Zembra, the largest island, expands 369 hectares and reaches 432
metres above sea level. Consisting
of a rock formation, Zembra has
stunning and captivating cliffs for
visitors to enjoy. Zembretta, 8km
east of Zembra, covers an area of 2
hectares.

Zembra and Zembretta
are today a national
park boasting
ecological wealth.
The islands, famous for being one
of the richest national parks in Tunisia, are well known as the Islands
of Birds for the variety of them that
nest on the islands. Wherever visitors wander on the islands, they are
treated to various species of birds,
some of which are unique to the

											

islands. For many of the birds, the
islands are the last safe resort from
the threats of extinction.
“The islands were believed to
host around 30,000 pairs of birds
but recent reports point out that the
number is much more significant.
Today, it hosts more than 140,000
pairs of migrating birds that nest
in the cliffs,” said Hichem Azafzaf,
president of the Association of
Friends of Birds.
“This puts the park in a higher
rank on the level of the Mediterranean. This makes the park as the
biggest colony of birds of the Cory’s
shearwater in the Mediterranean.”
The
Tunisian
government
banned fishing and hunting activities on the islands in 1973 to protect
its unique ecosystem. The park was
classified by UNESCO as a biosphere
reserve in 1977.
“Zembra is a habitat for the nesting marine birds but it is also a stop
on the migratory route of birds.
They stop there before going to Italy to nest in Europe on their return
journey from Europe to Africa,”
Azafzaf said.
Internationally, the park is famous for hosting the threatened
Mediterranean shearwater and also
for the presence of the rare Audouin’s gull.
“Also, the islands have many endangered species of birds mostly
shearwater and many other plant
species that are to be protected by
maintaining the virginity of the
land. It cannot be altered by man,”
Azafzaf said.
In addition to being a bird colony, the islands display a variety
of plants. The islands’ vegetation
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Sursock Museum Late Nights
takes place each Thursday
from noon to 9pm at the Sursock Museum in Beirut. The
event varies by week with art
exhibits, collection displays,
late-night talks, performances
and screenings.
Tunis:
October 28th-November 5th
The Carthage Film Festival is
an annual festival that showcases films from the Maghreb,
Africa and the Middle East. In
its 27th edition, the festival
will take place in Tunis and
other regions of Tunisia over
eight days. A parallel programme will include world
cinema projections, seminars,
debates and meetings. The
2016 festival will celebrate
the 50th anniversary of the
event’s founding in 1966.
Dubai:
November 1st-April 8th
Global Village is a large seasonal cultural event in Dubai
that offers an array of festivals, shopping and entertainment in an open-air theme
park. This entertainment and
shopping destination includes
more than 75 participating
countries, dozens of fun rides
and 26 restaurants offering
food from around the world.
Dubai:
November 10th-24th

Zembra and Zembretta National Park 			
is made up of dense bush and rare
plants.
“There are palm trees that only
exist on the islands and you cannot
find them elsewhere. This is something that needs to be preserved for
the next generations and must be
protected,” said Majda Yaccoubi,
president of Greenway for hiking,
an association advocating ecological tourism.
The islands offer an adventurous
hike through hills and along cliffs
as well as a refreshing dive in the
Mediterranean. One can enjoy mesmerising scenery of the sea amid
the green hills.
“There has been a rise of interest
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in the islands as part of ecological
tourism. There are guided visits by
bird experts who can provide an educational and entertaining journey
of the islands and its population of
birds,” Azafzaf said.
“On the level of the gulf of Tunis,
the coasts need to be protected and
everyone must be on their guard to
protect the marine life there that
will save the islands from harm to
its ecological systems.”
Not only do the islands exhibit
a wealth of vegetation and birds,
they also bear the marks of history
as ruins of Roman and Phoenician
settlements were discovered on the
islands.
The park is open for visitors, providing designated areas for hiking
and camping. It can be accessed by
boat but only under the supervision of the Tunisian Coast Guard to
assure the safety of the ecological
system.
“It is a beauty to look at and the
serene and unique landscape is to
be experienced at least once in your
life. In addition to all that, it is an
exciting adventure to camp there,”
Yaccoubi said.
She added: “Campers who visited
the islands for the first time were
amazed by how captivating nature
can be around here. The sea is of
a unique blue and the beaches are
clean. Some people said that they
could not possibly swim elsewhere
after discovering those virgin
beaches. For many of them, it felt
like a paradise out of this world.”
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

Les Misérables, a musical
based on Victor Hugo’s novel
set in the early 19th century,
portrays several characters,
with ex-convict Jean Valjean
at the centre. A Broadway
touring troupe will perform
the play at the Dubai Opera.
Beirut:
November 17th-19th
The sixth Beirut Cooking
Festival will take place at
the Biel Pavillon Royal. The
event brings together the best
in cuisine, wines, beer and
spirits. Celebrity chefs will be
present to meet people and
share recipes, entertaining
dishes, cocktail courses and
new trends in cooking,
Marrakech:
December 2nd-10th
The Marrakech International
Film Festival showcases some
of the year’s most important
cinematic works from within
the region and internationally. The programme includes
tributes, conferences and
debates in addition to the official film competition. Hungarian film-maker Béla Tarr will
serve as jury president.
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